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There exist a number of factors which operate as potentially signifi­
i Icant determinants of the distributional impact of the property tax within any 
i i
specific urban or metropolitan area. This study is an attempt to explain the 
income distribution effects of one factor -- the property tax reappraisal lag. 
The study is limited mainly to the impact of the lag on owners of single-
family housing. 
An income distribution problem arises because each property subject 
to the property tax is reappraised only every five or six years. Each Ore­
. 1 
I 
gon county is divided into five or six maintenance districts to facilitate re­
appraisal. For example, Multnomah County, which is the subject area of the 
thesis test, currently has five maintenance districts. All properties in one 
maintenance district are reappraised each year. 
Insofar as property values, as well as the income of owners of these 
properties, experience differential movements during the five-year period in 
which the original appraisal is maintained on the assessment rolls, the reap­
praisal lag redistributes the property tax burden within the area. The hypo­
thesis presented here is that the property tax reappraisal lag operates to 
increase the burden of the property tax on owners of lower-value single-family 
housing, while at the same time diminishing the burden of the tax on owners 
of higher-value single-family housing. 
In order to test this hypothesis, a sample was drawn from single-family 
housing sales data maintained by the Sales Ratio Division of the Multnomah 
County Assessors' Office. Multnomah County maintains computerized records of 
all property transfers occuring within Multnomah County. 
Through the use of simple and multiple regression analysis, it was 
possible to examine the following questions: (1) what factors produce the 
initial assessment level pattern in Multnomah County; (2) how does the reap­
praisal lag affect the initial assessment pattern; and (3) what are the dis­
tribution effects of the initial assessment level and the reappraisal lag pat­
tern. 
The results of the study strongly support the hypothesis. Within Mult­
nomah County the reappraisal lag operates to redistribute approximately 
$1,200,000 per year from owners of lower-value to owners of higher-value single­
I I 

family housing, significantly increasing tax burdens on lower-income groups. 
I.The redistribution of tax burdens is complicated by the relationship between 
business and residential property. If redistribution occurs only within the 
single-family housing property class, owners of housing valued below approxi­
mately $14,695 would experience a decline in tax burden, while owners of hous­
ing valued above this amount would experience an increase in tax burden. If 
redistribution results in a lower tax rate for business property, the cross­
over point mentioned above would decline to approximately $10,260. At the 
same time, because of the tax rate decline effect, t~ere would be a net shift 
of tax burden roughly equal to $2.8 million per year from business to residen­
tial property. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
While the number of publications cOllcerned \'ii th the propC'yt)' tax has 
responded in geometric proportions to the growing revenuo demands of cities, 
the number of theoretical and emp_irical \Yorks leading toward a bettcr under­
standing of the complex effects of the tax \vi_th)_I':: an urb<ln or metropolitan 
area are fcw. 1 
One aspect of the property tax \vhich has not only been exposed to ma­
jor criticism, hut \'ihich has also heen subject to considerable misunderstand­
2ing concerns the question of \"ho pays the tax. In spite of the fuct that a 
large number of studies have been done, indicating that the incidence (bm:don) 
of the property tax is highly regressive (by regressive :it is meant that as 
income increases, tax as a proportion of income decreases), a fel" studies con-
elude that the tax is proportional or even slightly progressive. 
IThe Illaj or exception is Dick Netzer 1 s Imp~ct _~fJ:he Prol?~}-'ty~ax-=-_!..ts 
Economi c Impl ieat ions for Urban Problems, (Washington: Govcrnment Pd nting 
Office), 1968. This isai:-cseai'ch report done for the National CommissiOlI on 
Urban Problems. 
2Netzer specifically lists what he considers the major defects of the 
property tax: (1) its adverse effects on the central city housing stock; (2) 
the difficulty in uniformly assessing business prupert)'; (3) the hori wntal 
inequity of housing taxes within income classes; (4) the regressivlty of hous­
ing taxes among tenants and <1mong home O\\'l1e1'S; (5) the lack of neutrality among 
types of ecollomi cactivi ty J particularly in connection ldth taxes on transpor­
tation and public utility property; (6) the adverse effects of high centraJ 
ci t)' business taxes; (7) the effects on urb:m development patterns outsi de 
the central city; and (8) some part of the regressivity of the tax, in parti-· 
cular that part which results in taxing the central poor to provide public 
services designed to alleviate or overcome poverty. Sec }_~id. J p. 35. 
2 
In view of the extensive criticism and this lack of consistency. it 
is s that there have been few ;:'Ittempts to explain the interre1a1.ion­
ships of various factors operating to affect the burden of the rty tax. 
A stuoy leacUng to a better comprehension of those factors \vhich determine 
the incidence of a specific property tax within a specific urban or metropoli­
tan area would be an important contribution. Kith this ~n mind, this study 
is an at teiilpt to exp lain one factor. the property tax _---".-"-._=~=__.:.:.---'2, as it 
3affects the burden of the property tax within an urban area. 
The existence of the reappraisal lag is easily expJained by the enor­
mity of the job of appraising properties ~n any major urban area. An attempt 
to annually reappraise each property I \VQuld quickly approach diminish­
ing returns as administrative costs associated with the reappraisal increased. 
Therefore. in order to meet the practical administrative problem of property 
reappraised, Oregon counties are divided into maintenance districts to li­
tate reappraisal. In Multnomah County, the subject area of this study, there 
presently t five maintenance districts and, consequently. each property 
4parcel is reappraised every five years. to 1968-69, ~1ul tnomah County 
was on a six-year maintenance cycle. Insofar as property values, as well as 
the income of owners of these properties, once differential movements 
3There is a tendency to interchange the use of assessment and apprai­
sal. Appraisal .1 fically refers to the value pJ aced on a property by the 
appraiser, \\'hile assessment is more general t Bolog), indicating the assessed 
value for tax purposes. jf!noring the aTI10lmt of time since the last appraisal. 
Also, by the tU'H! "spccifi c property tax" it is meant that studies 
of property tax incidence should relate to a city, county or metropolitan aJ'ea 
as a single economic unit. 
oreierly completion of40RS (Oregon Revised Statutes) 308.234 
a six-year--reappraisal cyc Ie. 
3 
during the five-year period in which the original appraisal is maintained on 
the assessment rolls, the reappraisal lag redis butes the property tax bur­
den within the area. 
By raising the issue of the reappraisal lag in property tax adminis 
tration, this paper confronts two basic questions: rst of all, is there a 
tendency for properties of unequal value to be assessed initiaJly at a different 
percentage of their market value, and secondly, how is this initial relation­
ship altered over the period of the lag. The further attempts to offer 
an explanation for both the initial assessment level by value of property and 
for changes in this relationship over the period of the reappraisal 1 In 
to both of these questions, the primary concern of this paper will be 
with the effect of both the differential level of assessment by value of s 
and chffilges in this initial position on the distribution of 
the property tax burden (burden is here defined simply as the property tax 
bill as a percentage of total income). 
Aside from the fact that the property tax is a source of indjvidual 
inequities, a great deal of concern has recently ueveloped over the distribu­
tional effects of the tax burden within urban areas. Data recently developed 
by Dr. Waldo E. Carlson of the Research Divisiml of the Oregon State Tax Com­
mission supports this conclusion. S Although Carlson'S study is a 2 percent 
sample of the entire State of Oregon, it has special relevance among incidence 
studies because it does not inv~lve the use of simple aggregates. 6 His sam-
SCarlson, Waldo E.~ IIHousing Property Tax Burdens~1t Interoffice Memo­
FebTlIary 8 J 1968. 
6Carlson's study also estimated the approximate property tax burden 
of Oregon renters. Whi] e the problem of the property tax in relation to l'ell­
4 
pIe is from 1965 itemized individual income tax returns for the State of Ore­
gon (including only those returns in ,·:hich the property tax was itemized as 
a Federal tax deduction). 
As inclico.ted ]n Table I, not only does the property tax as a percent­
age of total income decline sharply throughout the entire income range, but 
if adj ustments are made for percentage of the tax recouped through the Federal 
tax deduction for the property tax, the tax is even more regressive. In ad­
dition, although the mortgage interest deduction was not separately itemized 
in 1965, further correction of the data would statistically increase regres­
sivi ty even more. This is due to the fact that as income increases, the per­
centage recouped for any deduction increases because of the higher marginal 
tax rates identified with higher incomes. 
Generally speaking, most incidence studies of the property tax find 
regressivity. However, as indicated before, the studies do not have consis­
tent res ul ts and fe\'l find the tax as sharply regressive as Carlson's study. 7 
There are at J east three reaSOl~.", why this is the case: (1) most studies in-
valve the use of aggregate data. which Carlson has for the most part avoided 
by using individual income tax returns; (2) many of the initial statistical 
results are modified in some studies by adjustment in the income concept used 
and by the allocation of expenditure beneHts of the property tax by income 
tel'S is very important and acts as a significant deterrent to consumption of 
better hOllsing by lo\ver-incomc groups, the problC'ili cannot -be discussed here. 
See Ibi<:!..) Table IV, p. 13. 
7See • for example, David Bndnin and John J. Germanis, "Comments on 
'DistTibution of Property, Retail Sales and Personal Income Tax Burdens in 
California: An Empirical Analysjs of Inequity in Taxation' by Gerhard K. 
Rostvold," ~ation31_Ta~20tl1.'!!~~~) V. 20, No.1 (March, 1967), pp. 106-11. 
5 
class; and (3) there exist a number of factors, for example differential tax 
rates and assessment level differences in different parts of a given urban or 
metropolita!1 arca which function to create differences in the distribution of 
the property tax burden. 
TABLE I 
ESTHiATED PROPEKTY TAX Blll-;DEN AS A PERCENT OF TAXABLE INCmIE 
Average Percent Recouped 
Property Tax as a When Property Tax Used 
Total Income Ran Percent of Tota] Income as a Delluction .--~~-----~-------------------------.-. 
$ 1,000 29.5 	 15.5 
$ 	1,000 - 2,000 10.9 18.2 
2,000 - 3,000 7.3 18.7 
3,000 - 4,000 6.7 19.5 
4,000 - 5,000 4.8 20.1 
5,000 - 6,000 4.3 20.8 
6,000 - 7,000 3.5 22.7 
7,000 8,000 3.1 23.1 
8,000 - 9,000 2.9 24.4 
9,000 - 10,000 2.6 25.3 
10,000 15,000 2.6 27.3 

15,000 - 20,000 2.4 31. 0 

20,000 and above 1.8 36.9 

Average (weighted);'; 2.9 	 25.0 
Source: 	 Carlson, Waldon E., "Househo)d Property Tax Burdens," Interoffice 
Memorandum, February 8, 19G8, p. 11. 
*The average is \·.'eighted by percent of sample in each income range. 
Because evid8nce indicates that a smaller percentage of low-income households 
fil e a tax return, these statistics Oll property tax burden (tax inCOJl18) may 
be someidHlt inaccurate, depending upon hmI households \'iho file a tax return 
differ from households that do not file a return. 
The most 	reliable source of inforrn8tion on the American property tax 
Tax. In 	the portion of his studyis Dick Netzer's Economics of the 
,~--.--..~---
concerned with the incidence of the tax, Netzer fj1l811y concludes that, "the 
6 
propcrty tax is regressive throughout the income range; significantly regres 
sive up to about $6,000 - $7,000, mUdly regressive or proportional from there 
8to $20,000, and steeply 1'ogressive for hi gher incomes. 1. 
It is important to note that in terms of individuals, or in terms of 
meaningful geographic areas of analysis, Netzer's conclusion is valid only if 
our area of interest is the United States as a \\'ho1e. I however, as this 
paper implicit 1y assumes, we are interested in the impact of the property tax 
burden \\'ithin an economic unit such as a city or metropolitan area, the use 
of broad income classes and such a large geographic area is very misleading. 
In a more recent study, Netzer draws upon data from individual cities. 
Importantly, he appears to attribute considerably more significance to the im­
pact of the property tax on lower-income groups.9 This apparent modification 
suggests the existence of such a significant variation in the property tax be­
tween and within urban areas that the use of national averetges is nearly mean­
ingless in a discussion of a particular urban area, such as !vlul tnomah County. 
Those studies which have confined their analysis to a county, city, 
or a single metropolitan area and have used individual_J:1_o1.L~_chold income re 
lated to property tax payments of the household reveal much greater rcgressi­
vit)'. For examplc, Gerhard Rostvold's sample-based study of Los Angeles 
County, as \,'ell as his later study of three California metJ'opolitan areas and 
8Netzer, Dick, Economics of the Property Tax, (Washington: The Brook­
ings Institution), 1966, p. 51. See Tables-3-6~p.--49 and Tables 3-7, p. 50. 
Net zer points out, ho\vcver, that dis aggregated data of eight northeastern Nc\.; 
Jersey counties reveals a markedly regressive tax. In fact, he suggests the 
degree of regressivity is probably gTeater than that for any other major tax 
in the United States. See pp. 58-9 and Appendix E. 
9Netzer, Dick, Impact Tax: Its lications for Ur­
-------,..--.------~-
,!Jan P~:oblellls, Op. Cit. -'Sce"''''--:--:;--'c--­
'I 
7 
another community of appxoximately 20,000 SUppoTt Carlson's general statisti­
cal conclusions. 10 Data from the latter community show that the median pro 
perty tax as a percentage of annual household income ranges from 15.0 percellt 
for households \dth incomes averaging $2,000 to 3.5 percent for households 
with incomes averaging $14,000. 11 
A second factor which is another source of inconsistency in property 
tax incidence studies involves the manipu1atioll of statistical results to ac­
count for the allocation of benefits financed by the property tax. Although 
it is not possible to discuss the question thoroughly, the point is briefly 
mentioned here to suggest a basic conflict between taxation and urban problems. 
TIle notion that we may conclude from the expenditure side of the property tax 
that the tax is somehow lljustified" docs not acknowledge the importance of in­
come distributj on as a significant determinant of urban problems. 
No one would deny that the revenue needs of ies have forced them 
into the all'h!ard position of taxing the poor to pay for services which help 
the poor. Also the political fragmentation existing wi thin most met:l'opoli tan 
areas clearly increases the problem of redistributing the burden of the pro­
perty tax. However, if the above analysis leads one to conclude that taxing 
the poor is somehow logical and necessary, it merely perpetuates problems 
caused by reducing the incomes of this group. It seems futile to tax money 
10Rostvold, Gerhard N., l1Propcrty Tax Payments in Relation to Household 
Income: A Case Study of Los Angelos County,1! National Tax Journal XVI, No. 
2, (June, 1963), pp. 197-9. See also the same , s on of Pro­
perty, Retai 1 Sales, and Personal Income Tax Burciens in Cali fornia: An Empiri­
cal Analysis of Inequity in Taxation," :-';ational Tax Journal, XIX, No.1, 
(~larch, 19(6), yp. 38- 47. 
llRostvold, Gerhard N., "Reply," National]~x Jou~na:.!_, XX, No.1, 
(March, 19(7), pp. 112-3. 
I 
I 
8 
a\vay from poor families, thereby significantly \wrsening an already unfortu­
nate situation, in order to develop programs designed to alleviate conditions 
aggrevated by incomes reduced through property taxatjon. 12 
The third and final reason for the existence of inconsistent results 
among studies of property tax incidence is the maj or subj ect area of this 
study. There exist a number of factors whj ch operate a:-; potentially signifi-­
cant determinants of the distribut 10nal impact of the property tax wi thin any 
specific urban or metropolitan area. For example, \vi thin Mul tnomah COlmty 
there are approximateJy 150 levy code areas,!.) each Kith an independently de­
termined tax rate and each contriburing to a \"ide range of rates wi thin the 
County. Further, and more important to a study of the reappraisal lag, there 
are a number of addi tiono.1 factors which influence the rehltionship between 
assessed value and market value of individual properties, therefore signifi­
l2A recent study \',as performed by Hugh O. Nourse relating to the ques­
tion being raised here. Nourse attempted to estimate the effect on the degree 
iml)ToVement in substandard housing which v!Ould follow from an income mainte­
nance program bringing households with income below $3,000 up to that level. 
He concluded that the degree of improvement could be from as little as 20 per­
cent of all substandard housing, or as high as 93 percent. The final answer 
depends nwinly upon the income elasticity of demand for housing on the part 
of 10lv-inconie families. See Hugh O. Nourse, Income Redistribution and the 
Urban Housing ~larket, Discussion Paper SeriesNUl:lb<er -3-,---CtTi-fcago: Center for 
Urbail--Siiiclles, Univel'sity of Illinois), 1968, p. 32. 
l3!,iultnomah County, Oregon, Annual Report, Finance Depar1~ment, Account­
ing Division for Fiscal Year ending June-30~---196~7 and Assessment and Taxation 
Division for Assessment and Tax Year 1967-68. A tax code area is an area in 
which a single common tax ratc app] ies to all properties Hithin the area. For 
any single property parcel wi thin a tax code area the total tax rate is the 
sum of the separate tax rates levied by special districts, authorities and 
other units of government authori zed to levy a property tax within the area. 
All property within a tax code area, then, is subject to the same tax rate 
because each piece of property falls within the S,ll:le tax districts. Conse­
quently, the range of tax rates lvi thin any sizab 1e urbnll UTca rcsul ts from 
the prolifeTation of such taxing districts (selver, Ivater, school, lighting, 
etc.) in the area. 
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cantly affecting the burden of the tax viithin the area. 
With these factors in mind, the follmdng questions are eXClmined in 
this paper: (1) \.,hat factors produce the initial assessment level pattern in 
~Iultnomah County; (2) hoI\' does the reappraisal lag affect the initial assess­
ment pattern; and (3) what arc the distrj butional effects of the jnitial as­
sessment level and the reappraisal lag pattern? 
The hypothesis presented here is that the property tax reappraisal 
lag operates to increase the burden of the property tax on OIVIlcrs of 10\\ler­
income properties, lihile at the same time diminishing the burden of the tax 
on Olillers of higher-income properties. It does tfd s because there is a strong 
tendency for lower-income properties to eitller remain constant or to depreciate 
in value over the period of the reappraisal lag. At the same time there is 
an equally strong tendency for higher-income properties to appreciate in value 
over the period of the lag. Also with important consequences, the reappraisal 
lag reinforces the tendency for 101ler-income properties to be initially over-
assessed rclatjve to their market value, while hi -income properties tend 
to be underassessed. 
Chapter II includes a more detailed discussion of the reappraisal 1 
It involves an e>q)lanation of ent efforts being made to eliminate the lag, 
as we] I as the State of Oregon and MuHnomah County I s continuous efforts to 
maintain an equitable level of assessment through the use of State and County 
sales-Y8tio studies. Census of Governments evidence of the differential level 
of assessment by value of property is also pr~$entcd. Finally, the chapter 
develops a general model whjch attempts to explain alteration of tax burden 
as a flUlction of the tax rate, the Federal tax decluction for the property tax, 
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and the level of assessment. Chaptcr III is tho main portion of the study and 
is concerned with the fo11oh'ing: (1) development of the thesis test, (2) a 
simple regression analysis of assessed value on sale price to show the initial 
level of assessment by value of hOllsing and shifts in this function over the 
reappraisal lag, and, finally, (3) a mul tiple linear regression annlysis 
attempting to explain the ratio of assessed value to sale price (AVjSP) and 
changes in the ratio over the as a function of five independent variables. 
TIle attempt to explain the AVjSP ratio in the last chapter is merely 
an at tCfilpt to discover some of the reasons for the emri rical results presented 
in the first part of the papcr. Once it was determined that 101'1 value housing 
tends to be overasscssed \~hile higher-value housing tends to be underassessed, 
it is necessary to offer an explanation for these restJl ts. The multiple re- J 
grcssjon analysis points out that part of the explanation can be found by 1'0­
lating the AVjSP ratio to age of the house, distance from the center of the 
city and certain neighborhood effects. 
Finally, it should be pointed out that implicit ldthin any burden 
statistics used in this study is the assumption that the burden is unshifted. 
Evidence from Netzer's study of the property tax indicates that approximately 
1490 percent of the property tax burden is unshifted. 
Its Economic lica­
CHAPTER II 
A BRIEF DISCUSSION OF THE REP,PPRAISAL LAG AND ITS njPORTAi~CE 
While there appears to be general acceptance of the equity and reve­
nue importalJce of the reappraisal lag by assessors and State Tax Commission 
persOlmel involved '''ith property tax administration,l:; there has been little, 
if any, analysis of the reappraisal lag in economic literature. In general, 
however, there are at least three reasons to be concerned about the amount of 
time between property reappraisal. First, it could create extensive land-use 
effects; second, it causes a considerable revenue loss from general underassess 
ment; and third, if this paper's hypothesis is correct, it involves a signi­
ficant redistribution of income from owners of low-value properties to owners 
of higher-value properties. The latter is the primary concern of this study. 
Land-Use 
The land-usc effects of underassessment due to the reappraisal lag 
may be extensive within an urban area such as Multnomah County. With the 
growth of urban problems, interest in the property tax has broadened to in-
elude the relationshil) between the property tax and the use of land. Jerome 
Pickard, of the Urban Land Insd tute, briefly alluded to the significance of 
151n discussions with county assessors and personnel involved \·6th ad­
ministration of the property tax in i,iul tnomah, C] ackamas and Washington Coun­
ties, as ,,,.e11 as with State Tax Commission personnel. it is clear that there 
is general familiarity with the importance of the reappraisal lag. Several 
mentioned that it does have equity considerations. Others \\ore concerned pri­
marily with the revenue loss question. 
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the reappraisal lag on open space lanel-use in the urhan fringe, commenting 
that, "If the assessment ever caught up with the full val uc of the lanel in 
the urban fringe, tax levies would probahly be several times the present 
value.,,16 
There has been more recent interest in the role of the property tax 
as a tool for controlling land-use in urban areas. Although not specifically 
mentioned, the reappraisal lag reduces the cost of holding land for specula­
17tion, as well as maintaining it in less than optimwn use. 
An additional f;letor suggesting the importance of the reappraisal lag 
is the amount of revenue loss due to genera] underassessment in Mul tnO)11ah 
county. Underassessment (anything less than 100 percent of market value) re 
sults from both the initial level of assessment at the time the appraisal is 
made and the reappraisal lag. The relative importance of these factors will 
be discussed below in conjunction with the statistical analysis. 
Furthermore, in order to give an accurate picture of ivhat is occurring, 
the revenue loss effect should be related to the third effect, which is con­
cerned with inequities produced by the reappraisal lag, as \Yell as the possi­
ble initial differential level of assessment by value of property. Evidence 
to be presented later points out that within Multnomah County single-family 
housing below $7,500 to $10,000 tends to be assessed at 100 percent or more 
of raarket value (sec the discussion in the next section 011 sales-ratio studies). 
l6Pickard , JerOl,le P., Taxation and Land Use in }.retropolitan and Urban 
America, Research };onograph 12, O'lashingDJn:- UrbailLa.nd-lnstitute;-1966:f~-p. 
28-,--­
l7See , for example, Bahl, Roy lV., "/\ Land Spec.ulation ~]odel: The Role 
of the Property Tax as a Constraint to Urban Spra\d," JOl~'nal ~f Rc:z_~onal 
Science, Vol. 8, No. 2 (1%8). 
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Therefore, if it is assllmed for the moment that the hypothesis is cor­
rect, the potential increase in revenue that would be derived by eliminating 
underassessment (\vhether this occurs as a rosul t of the initial underassess­
ment at the time of appraisal, because of the lag ill reappraisal, or both) 
would come primarily from prop~rties with values above $7,500 to $10,000. As 
Table II indicates, the potential revenue increase is substantial (note that 
these statistics are for total assessed value of ~}l Real Property -- in 1966, 
nonfarm single-family housing in Multnomah County comprised approximately 62 
percent of Real Property). 
TABLE II 
At\) ESTIKI\TE OF THE GAIN IN REVENUE BY TAXING ALL REAL PROPERTY 

AT 100 PERCENT OF MARKET VALUE, MULTNOMAH COUNTY 

Tax Rate/ 
Ratio As"cssed Value of Real 1 000*** 
95.1* $2,979,554,840 	 29.35 87.5 
100.0 $3,133,075,540 	 29.35 92.0 
Source: 	 Oregon State Tax Commission, Ratio Study 1968 Locally Assesst:.d Pro­
pertz, (Salem: Oregon State Tax Commlssiol1).. 1968. 
*Ninety-five and one-tenths percent is the average overall ratio of 
assessed value to sale price (market value) for locally assessed real property 
in Multnomah County. 
**Taken from the Bureau of Gove3.'nmental Research, Local Government Fi­
nance_, (Eugene: Uni versi ty of Oregon), April, 1969, p. 
***Tax rate is the median tax rate for MultnomahCounty, Ibic:!.., pp. 10-3. 
Based upon these rough estimates, the additional revenue that would be 
obtained if all Rea] Property were aSe'(:ssed at 100 percent of market value is 
the difference bct\';ecn $87.5 miJlion amI $92.0 million - or $4.5 million. 
~ I

! jl . 
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(The revenue derived from residential property is 62 percent of 4.5 million, 
or roughly 2.79 mil lion.) 18 I 
In terms of the potential equity effects, if our hypothesis is eoy­
reet, this amounts to a redistribution of up to $4.5 million annually from 
lo\\'er-income to higher-income propert \</i thin I,lul tnomah County. 
There have been recent efforts in Oregon to develop a method of eli­
minating the in reappraisal. Jerry Dasso, in cooperation \d th the Oregon 
State Tax Commission, has developed a mUltiple re sion equation which may 
eventually lead to annual reappraisal of single- 1)' housing. 19 
It appears, then, that the reappraisal lag has a number of complex 
effects "':1ich are only partially understood. Hm'icver, except for the amount 
of revenue loss and a general notion that the lag creates inequities, the re­
appraisal lag has been subject to no consistent analysis. 20 It is reasonable 
to expect the effects of the lag to var), considerably from one area to anotheT, 
as social and economic characteristics, as well as the administration of the 
property tax vary. Wi thin ~lul tnomah County the potential equity effects are 
qllite large, as indicated by the amount of revenue loss and the large propor­
l8A separate estimate was derived from Multnomah County st tics on 
market value of Residential Property in the County. This estimate is roughly 
the same -- approximately 2.8 million dollars. See Appendix B, Table XXIII. 
19prom te lep~lone intervi e\,'s with Jerry Dasso and ,"il th the Oregon State 
Tax Commission. Although the model developed utilized Salem, Oregon as the 
test area, it should be relatively eas), to adapt the equation to any unique 
CirCll111stances found in other counties. The stud), is not ),ct ~1Vailablc. 
20Jerry Dasso of the University of Oregon has an upcoming article dis 
cussing the equity effects of the reappraisal lag. It is to be published in 
the July issue of the Appraiser's Journal. His general conclusions aTe (1) 
higher value property tends to be underassessed and (2) rural property is un­
derassessed. From Ibid. 
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tion of older, IOh'er-value housing within the City of POTtland. 
Assessment Level and Sales-Ratio Studies in 
The basis for a statistical test of the hypothesis that the reapprai 
sal lag operates to increase the burden of the property tax on oivncrs of lo\','er­
income properties, \vhile diminishing the burden of the tax on olvncrs of highcr­
income properties is the annual, unpublished l\lultnomah County sales-ratio 
study. As a part of the state-wide equnlization progrdD1, each county is re­
quired to determine the relationsJlip bctKeen assessed value and market value 
of properties sold v;1t11in the county by a study of assessed value - sale ce 
ratio~ for properties sold each year. At the same time, the State performs 
a separate study for each county in order to assure the accuracy of the county 
ratio analysis. On a national level tlH' Census of Governments does a detailed 
ratio study on a statc.Hdde and county basis every five years, allowing for 
some inter··:~tatc and inter-county comparison of assessment level. 
The evidence from these sources suggests three things: (1) assess­
ment unif01:'lllity has hlprovcd in Oregon, (2) asscssment uniformity within Mult-
II 
I 
I 
I 
nomah County is superior to that for the State as a whole, and (3) there is a 
trend to\vard overassessment of 101"cr-value properties, and underassessment 
of higher-value properties in the United States RS a \I'hole, with this trend 
manifesting itself some\"hat more acutell' in Oregon. 21 
------~.-----
21See the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, State 
Gov.:rnmcnt Printing Office)-,-196-S, 
State Tax Commission, Ratio Study 1968 Lo­
Oregon State Tax Commissiml)-:196B and U. S. 
1967 Census of Goven1lDcnts: 
Taxable Property Values, Vol. 2, (lVashingtor,: -C-ovc'rllmeilt-Vi5niing-OT{1-Cc), 
T968,~TaGTe 17, p. 79.­
Local Finances 1966-69 (I\'ashington: 
Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 
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The Sales Ratio 
--~~---.~~------~~.~~ 
From the standpoint of operating an equitable property tax system, 
the relationship between the State and the county in regard to assessment 
standards is an important one. Under regul<'1tions prescribed by the State Tax 
Commission (as a part of the Commission!s responsibility to perform research 
in the development of appraisal standards), each Oregon county assessor has 
been required since 1955 to make ,m annual assessment ratio (sales ratio) 
study. 22 This requirement is a part of the equalization program begun in 
1951. 
The State of Oregon sets specific assessment requirements which the 
county must meet. Given the present 100 percent level of assessment in Ore­
23gon, each county is required to maintain an average ratio of assessed value 
22The State Tax Commission plays a prominent role in the administration 
of the Oregon property tax. It assesses some property, supervises local pro­
perty assessment and tax collection, and also serves as a: board of appeals. 
See AClR, Role of the States in Strengthening the Property Tax Vol. 2, (Wash­
ington: Govcrlmcnt h:-inUng Office, 1963), pp~-.-fi2-=-6-:----Thc ate Tax Commis­
sion has been involved in sales-ratio studies since its creation in 1909, how­
ever it has only been since 1950 that the ratio studies have been used to de­
termine a:-~signecl county ratios. 
One of the five major recommendations made by the National Commission 
on Urban Problems for improvement of the Property Tax \Vas for careful studies 
of assessment ratios to be conducted and publicized. While the data developed 
by the State of Oregon and each county within the State is utilized primarily 
to promote State property tax equalization and to assist local assessors, it 
is desirable that the results of these studies be more widely publici zed. An 
addi tional standard that could be applied utilizing data currently collected 
by counties ",ould be to test for ratio dispersion about the mean by va]ue of 
house ranges, rather than just by maj or property class. Also, particular 
neighborhoods Ivhich are experiencing ratio di culties (e.g., areas experienc­
ing depreciation) could also be more carefully analyzed. Sec Urb~~_~lfairs 
~or~_~-=_~_Spe~ial ReJ10rt: RecommCJ~~latiOl_ls of the National ~onnniss:!:...OE__~]~ 
Urban Problems (Nel" York: Commerce Clearing House, Inc., 1968). Sec pp. 
23Ib id., p. 136. Most counties from other states assess property at 
-------------
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to sale price betl'i(';cl1 90 and 110 percent a 10 percent tolerance level. 24 
111is is an for all classes of property, including residential, commer­
cial, and industrial. If the county fails to meet the prescribed level, the 
State Tax Commission requires action be taken to bring that county within the 
statutory 1 or to s~)stitute the State's own ratio for that of the county 
(as determined from the separate State ratio analysis).25 
Assessment t and Assessment Uniformi 
Assessment uniformity in Oregoll has improved significantly s 1956 
and, according to one statistical measure. Oregon has one of the more cient 
and sound property tax administrations in the United States. This suggested 
by the 1966 coe cient of intra-area di ion for non-farm hous assess 
ment in Oregon (sec Table III). In 1966 the coefficient was 18.9. In percen­
tage terms, this is a measure of the average departure of individual assess 
ments from the typical or median level of valuation for property in the area. 
The 18.9 \\ias 10\l'er than the coefficient found in over three-fifths of the 
less than 100 of market value and, therefo~-e, adjust rates upward ac­
cordingly. 
24The 1967 slativc Session enacted \\'11at has become knOhrn as the 
"truth in taxation lt la\~ whid1 requires that as of ,January 1, 1968 all real or 
personal property withi.n each county shall be assessed at 100 percent of its 
true cash value. See Oregon State Tax Commission, Ratio 1968 Local 
Assessed op. cit., p. G. 
25PolloIVing the above direction, the 1968 ratio study indicates that 
twelve counties \Yere experiencing ratio di culties. This means that the 
assessment levels of a particular class or classes of property were falling 
near or belOl\' the statutory lim] ts. Because of this the COliUllission sent let­
ters to all tIVel ve counties. !llultnomah County was not one of the counti es 
experiencing eli cuI ties. 
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states. Also, the declino in the Oregon coefficient since 1956 may indicate 
significant improvement in assessment aclminjstration (a decline from 32.8 to 
18.9). However, in areas where property values of sub-areas are changing 
rapidly, this dispersion will tend to be larger therefore, the dispersion 
is partly a function of the market, and not just "good administration of the 
property tax." 
TABLE III 
COEFFICIENTS OF DISPERSION FOR ASSESSMENTS OF NON-FARM !lOUSES, 
THE UNITED STATES AND OREGON, 1956, 1961 AND 1966* 
Area 1956 
----­ .----------------------------­
1961 1966 
----------------
Uni ted States 29.9 25.8 19.2 
Oregon 	 32.S 24.7 18.9 
Source: 	 Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, State and Local 
Finances: Significant Features 1966 to 1969, (Washington: Govern­
melrtl1 rinting-Offjce), 1968, Table 44, p. 102. 
*This coefficient is the result of measuring the difference between 
the median assessment ratio and each of the individual item ratios; adding 
these differences, dividing this sum by the number of items, dividing this rc­
suI t (\\'hich is an average deviation) by the median assessment ratio, and mul­
tiplying by 100. The coefficient here is the median area of those surveyed. 
Using data from the State of Oregon's 1968 ratio study, assessment 
uniformity in Multnomah County appears to be superior to that for the State 
as a whole. The coefficient of disper~iOI~ for residential property (h-hich 
does not 	clistinquish bet\\'een single-family and multiple-family units) was only 
26Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, State and Local 
finances 1~66-l969, loco cit.~ Table 44, p. 102. 
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9.8 for urban and 8.1 for suburban portions of the County. 27 Only three out 
of a total of thirty-six Oregon counties had 1968 coefficients this 101". 
There 1S reason to believe, however, that the dispersion of values 
about the median is not random, as the coefficient would lead one to believe. 
One indication is that urban residential property is more likely than subur­
ban residential property to be overassessed (see Table IV). Also, the Census 
of Governments study of assessment levels indicates a tffildency to underassess 
higher-value properties. 
TABLE IV 
URBAt1\J AND SUBURBAN RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY -­ 1967 SALES AND 1967 
ASSESSMENTS - ­ ~!uLTNo;.1AH MID WASHINGTON COIJNTIES 
Percent of Total 
Coefficient Sales with Av/SP 
Area* Of Dj ion Greater than llO 
Ii 
, i 
Multnomah County 
Total 
Urban 
Suburbap 
9.8 
8.1 
8. 7 
10.8 
5.3 
Washington County 
Total 
Urban 
Suburban 
8.4 
8.4 
3.0 
2.6 
1.5 
Source: 	 Computed from datil in Oregon State Tax Commission, .~=______.~__,___1._9_6_8 
Local Assessed op. cit., pp. 4, 27, 
*Urban includes all incorporated aTe~,s, while suburban includes those 
areas imJlleCf"i at-ery surrounding the incorporated areas. 
27Oreg on State Tax Commi s s i 0 Il, _R_3_t._i_o_.__<..__0_f__19__6_8._L_o_c_a._-=--_A._s_s_e_s_s_.e._c_1 
Prope..!!x, op. cit. 
II 
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Table IV points out that urban. ;'Jultllomah County has a higher percen­
tage of properties with an assessed va] ue - sale price ratio over llO than 
the su~~r~an portion of the County. Wi thin Mul tnomah County the p()Tcentage 
of urban pru;x~rties ovcrassessed (10.8 percent) is twice the percentage of 
suburban properties overassessed (5.3 percent). Further, the percentage of 
overassessed properties in Multnomah County (8.7 percent) is ne8rly three 
times t1wt found in Washington County. Washington County is the most rapidly 
growing suburban area wi thin the Portland metropolitan area. These facts sug­
gest that the older, lower-value housing stock of the central City within 
Multnomah County tends to be overassessed relative to the newer, suburban 
properties. 
Further evidence from the 1967 Census of Governments points out that 
there is a tendency to underassess higher-value properties, while overassess­
ing lower-value properties. 28 This is indicated by the related differen­
tial of assessment ratios. This measure is an um;eighted mean assessment ra­
tio of a particular area divided by the sales-based average assessment ratio 
of the area. In other words, because the mean is obtained by adding ratios 
cal culated for the individual sales and dividing by the number of items, while 
the sales-based average ratio is obtained by dividing the aggregate assessed 
value of the sold properties by the total of their prices, if higher-value 
houses tend to be undc1'assessed relative to lower-value houses, the sales-
based ratio will be smaller than the mean ratio. If thi s is the case, a price-
related differential greater than 100 is a summary indication of a tendency 
28U. S . Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1967 Census of 
Governments: Taxable Property Values, op. cit.; Table 17. Sec also p. 13 
for anexplana-tion-oTthis-caTcuEit:iml, 
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toward a lower ratio assessment for relatively high-value properties than 
for low-value properties in the area. 
While in the United States as a \-Jho] e 39 percent of all areas tested 
had ratios greater them 105.0, in Oregon the figure was GJ percent. 29 Al though 
this is merely an average rclationshjp, it does appear that the tendency is 
stronger h'i thin Oregon as a \vhole than in most areas of the United States. 
It can be concluded, then, that available published data support the 
hypothesis that higher-valuo properties tend to be underassessed, while lower-
value properties are relatively overassessed. However, the data do not ex­
plain why this occurs. Moreover, the data fail to specify assessed value ­
sale price ratios by value of property. Therefore, without more detailed analy­
sis, it is impossible at this point to estimate the relative importance of 
the initial level of assessment versus the reappraisal lag in explaining 10­
vels of assessment by property value. 
TaxAn Income Distribution Jl,lodel of the 
In order to place the reappraisal lag into its proper context, it 
might be pTofitable to identify more specifically those factors which function 
Ito produce the individual home o\l'l1er'S tax burden (tax as a proportion of in- i' 
come). This section, then, develops two models, the fil'st of which attempts 
to explain the importance of the follmving factors in affecting property tax 
burdens: (1) value of housing as a percent of income, (2) tax rate, (3) per­
centagc of prop;:,;rty tax recouped through the ;;ederal income tax deduction, 
(4) initial level of assessment by value of house, and (5) the reappraisal 
· d ., T b] 17 7929 Ibl ae ,p. .. 
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lag. The second model demonstrates the importance of the tax rate decline as 
assessed valuation is increased (or decreased) to market value, holding total 
revenue constant. This model is extremely important in explaining shifts in 
tax burden that \\ould result if the assessment level differentials were eli­
minated. 
Model 1: Variables Determini Tax I3l1rden 
The follmd.ng factors interrelate and contribute to tlw total tax bur­
den, \\'i th 
(1) T = f {~N/Y, t, R, AV/MV} 

where: T tax bill 

Y total income of individual 

r4V = market value of house 
t tax rate 
R = amount of property tax recouped through the Federal In­
come 	 Tax deduction for the property tax 
AV assessed value of house 
Value of Housing 
The reason most often cited as the primary cause of property tax re­
gressivity is the fact that as income increases, the average amount spent on 
housing declines as a percent of income. The available data point out that 
this is correct. FHA mortgage statistics 5hm\' that, on the average, in 1966 
a person with annual income of $4,200 purchased a house valued at approxi­
mately 2.90 times his income ($12,203), while a person with annual income of 
23 
$13,800 purchased a house valued at only 1.62 times his income ($22,345).30 
Tax Rate 
In spite of the fact that apparently no study exists which relates 
average tax rates to average value of housing (either nationally or locally), 
available evidence suggests that higher average tax rates tend to be associa­
ted with 10lver-value housing. Wi thin the Portland metropolitan area in 1969, 
median tax rates by county range from approximately 2 1/2 percent of assessed 
value (with assessed value based on 100 percent valuation) for both Clacka­
mas and Washington Counties to nearly 3 percent in Mul tnomah County. 31 In 
other lvords, both of Port land I s suburban counties have 10lver medi an tax rates 
than does Mul tnomah County, which contains the City of Portland. 
Significant rate differentials also exist Ivi!hin_ each county. As 
pointed out earlier, there are approximately 150 different tax rates within 
Multnomcll County. However, because the City of Portland is a tax code area, 
it has only one tax rate. A 1963-64 survey by the Portland Public School 
District points out that the average total tax rate for school districts 
wj thin Multnomah County ranged from approximately 1 1/2 percent to roughly 
30U. S . Department of lIousing and Urban Development, Statistical Year­
book. 1966, (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1968), computedfrolll Ta­
ble 40 a, p. 127. Sec Appendix A for a list of value of house-income ratios 
derived from FHA statistics. 
31 BUJ~eau of Governmental Research and Service, 01" cit., pp. 10-13. 
For national evidence of a tax rate differential see Netzer, Impact of the 
Property Tax: Its Implications for Urban Proll lems, op. cit.,l;ab Ie r~p' 
~Av-a-ilal)fe evidel1Ce 111ciTcaies- thci-f--e-rfectivetax rates (tax/market value) 
are higher in central citj es than ill suburban areas in three-fourths of the 
areClS tested. 
,! 
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3 percent of assessed val ue. 32 Therefore, the highcs t average tax rate viith­
in the County was roughly twice that of the lowest. 33 
Since the Central City tax code area (City of Portland) contains the 
maj ority of the metropolitan area I s low-value housing (and low-income house­
holds) and because this tax code area consistently has a tax rate ncar the 
highest in the POl'tland area, it is reasonable to assume a tax rate differen­
tial exists. Por purposes of the simplified model developed here, it is as 
sumed that the average tax rate associated with lmv-value housjng is 3 per­
cent, \.;hile 2 1/2 percent is associated Iliith high-value housing. 
Initial Level of Assessment and Reappraisal Lag 
For a single househOld, the tax burden is represented by the tax rate 
times the assessed valuation of the house divided by income: 
(1) T ::: t (AV)y -y---­
Consequent ly , it becomes important to know if the relationship between assessed 
value and market value (AV/MV) varies significantly with the value of housing. 
In addition to data presented earlier, evidence to be presented later 
supports the hypothesis that assessed value as a proportion of sale price de­
clines as the value of housing increases. It was suggested earlier that this 
results from (1) the initial level of assessment by value of housing at the 
32Portland Public School District, Metropolitan School Finance SUl'vey, 

(Portland: Portland Public School Distric~T965l--:-pp. 4-S-.--···----·~ ----­
33The 1960 Census, although quite out of date, registers a higher me­
dian value of housing for Clackamas and J':ashington counties than for Mul tno­
mah County. See Bureau of the Census, County and City Data Book 1967, (Wash­
ington: Government Printing Office, 19(8)-:-1;-:--:f04.------­
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the time of appraisal and (2) the change in AVjtW over the reappraisal lag. 
This hypothesis may be expressed in the follO\\ing manner: 
(2) AVjlv!V = f(MV, L) 

Where: AV;:;: assessed value of house 

MV - market value of house (sale price) 

L time lag in reappraisal 

In order to demonstrate the effect of the assessment level differen­
tial on the distribution of tax burdens, it is assumed in the model that the 
10\1l-value house is initially appraised at 110 percent of its value, and as 
the house declines in value while retaining its original assessment, it be­
comes assessed at 120 percent of its market value. At the same time, it is 
assumed that the high-value house is initially appraised at 80 percent of its 
value. During the time lag in reappraisal the house increases in value to 
the point \\'here it is assessed at 70 percent of its market value. 
Given the assumptions previously outlined, Table V is a model indica­
ting the direction each of these variables affects property tax burdens. 
The model, then, assumes that the low-value house was originally ap­
praised at $11,000 (while its market value was $10,000). During the lag in 
appraisal the house declines in value to the point where its true value is 
$9,000. At the same time, it is assumed that the high-value house is ini­
tially appr<lised at $17,000 (\..;h11e its market value \\'as $22,000). During the 
reappraisal lag the house incr-eases in value so that it is now \vorth $25,000. 
It is not possible to indicate the relative importance of these fac­
tors in increasing the regressivit)' of the tax. A much more detailed and dis­
aggregated model would be necessary to determine the more precise interrela­
TABLE V 
A ~1ODEL INDICATING CHANGES IN TAX BURDEN AS AFFECTED BY mE ASSESSED VALUE ­
SALE PRICE RATIO, TAX RATE DIFFERENTIAL, APPRAISAL DIFFERENTIAL, 
REAPPRAISAL LAG, AND THE FEDERAL PROPERTY TAX DEDUCTION 
Low- Income I-louseho1 d * High-Income Household 
Tax/lncome** Tax/lncome** 
Variables With Without With Without 

Affecting Federal Federal Federal Federal 

Tax Burden t (AV) / Y = Deduction Deduct t / Y = Deduction Deduction 

AV/r:.W = 1 .03(9,000)/3,000 = .072 .090 .03(25,000)/15,000 ::: .035 .050 
Tax Rate 
Differential .03(9,000)/3,000 = .072 .090 .025(25,000)/15,000 .029 .041 
Appraisal 
fferential .03(10, /3,000= .080 .100 .025(22,000)/15,000 = .025 .036 
Reappraisal 
Lag .03(11,000)/3,000= .088 .110 .025(17, /15,000 = .019 .028 
*Low.. income household: Y = $3,000, ;.,W = $9,000; high-income household: Y = $15,000, MV ::: 
,000. 
**The tax/income ratio is the tax bill paid as a percentage of income, or tax burden. 
N 
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lationships of the variables governing the burden of the property tax within 
an urban area such as ~~ltnomah County. It is reasonable to expect large 
inter- and intra-area differences in the relative role each variable would 
aSSUllle ill determining property tax btu'dens. This is due to conditions affec­
ting the costs of housing, choice of ownership versus renting, tax rate dif­
ferences, and land value appreciation, as well as assessment practices. 
Certain indirect effects also contribute to tax burden. For example, 
changes in AV/'pIV over the reappraisal Jag do not affect all houses equally 
and, therefore, result in: (1) a 10Ker than equitable tax bill for indivi­
duals Olming homes whose value increased; (2) a higher than !!normal ll tax bill 
for those individuals owning homes whose value decreased;34 and (3) any other 
movements in tax rates that result from the fact that increases in value were 
not taxed and decreases in value were taxed (e.g., tax burdffil increases that 
would not have occurred if all houses were assessed at their current market 
value), 
Table VI assumes that there exist three houses and that they are as 
sessed at different percentages of their market value. It is also assumed 
that total tax revenue is held constant as all three houses are taxed at 100 
percent of their value. 
In an urban area such as i·lul tnomah County, the problem of determinj ng 
changes in tax burden that would occur if all houses were assessed at 100 
34Normal is here defined as a tax biJ 1 resulting from taxation of a 
house which experiences sOllle average rate of v<,il.ue appreciation. 
TABLE VI 
A ~lODEL OF CHA~GES IN TAX BURDEN THAT WOULD OCCUR IF ALL HOUSES WERE ASSESSED 
AT 100 PERCENT OF MARKET VALUE, ASSUMING A CONSTA'lT TOTAL REVENUE 
Income MV AV AV/MV 
Wi th Lag (t =... 03) 
Total Revenue ~ $1,400 
Tax Bill Tax/Income 
Without Lag (t = .02) 
Total Revenue = $1,400 
Tax Bill Tax/Income 
Change 
In Tax 
Bill 
$ 2,500 $10,000 $11,700 1. 20 $350 .14 $200 .08 - $150 

10,000 20,000 15,000 . 75 450 .05 400 .04 SO 

25,000 40,000 20,000 .50 600 .02 800 .03 200 

I\,) 
00 
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percent of their market value is complicated by the uneven distribution of 
houses by value range. This problem is treated in more detail in the next 
chapter. 
Both of the models presented point out that the extent to wld eh pro­
perty tax rcgrcssivit)' is altered during the period of the reappraisal lag 
depends primari ly upon two critical variables -- these are the val lIe of house-
income ratio and the differential rate of increase in market value of hous 
The length of the cycle and the variance in the distribution of market values, 
then, determines the extent to which these variables redistribute the tax 
burden. If \lie assume that the sallle total revenue is collected after the lag 
is eliminated, then housing experiellcil1g increases in assessed value just 
offsetting the decline in tax rate will maintain the same tax bill (and, 
therefore, tax burden); housing beloh' this value will experience a decline in 
tax burden; and housing above this value will experience an increase in tax 
burden. These relationships are fundamental to an understanding of the com­
plex effects of the reappraisal lag mId are presented in more detail in Chap 
tel' III along \'iith actual estimates of changes in burden that might be ex­
pected \·:ith elimination of the time 1ag in appraisal. 
Additional Factors 
Both of the models presented in this chapter assume no changes in in­
come over the appraisal lag. It is reasonable to assume that over a reapprai­
sal lap, of five to six yeaTS, there would occur differential shifts in inCOJIle 
which would, therefore, affect thc relative tax/jncome ratios. For examplc, 
if there is an :i ncrease in income inequality during the period of the lag 
30 
(assuming all other things const<mt) > then it \\'ould be expected that the pro­
perty tax would become more regressive. 
A further important modification 1n statistical results indicating 
tax burden would occur if it were possible to include in value of 
assets in a practical definition of income. A Haig-Simons definition of in­
3S 
come includes all increases in !lnot worth" in the income concept. Since 
available evidence indicates that the ratio of assets to income increases as 
income increases, during periods of rising asset values, regressivity is greater 
36
than statistical studies of property tax burden reveal. 
Value of house appreciation is one increase in net \vorth \'>'hich is not 
included in the normal definition of taxable income. If this increase Cor 
decrease) in most individuals' major asset were included as income in tax bur­
den studies, statistical results would be significantly modified. If a per-
son's home increases in value over the reappraisal lag by $5,000, and if dIe 
increase occurs evenly over the five-year cycle, in a Haig-Simons sense, this 
amounts to an additional $1,000 annual income in the form of an increase in 
net worth. 
A final complicating factor not apparent in either model involves 
mobility of population. For anyone individual, the models must assume no 
mobility. Hm·;ever, the analysis may not be significantly altered if we fur­
ther assume that a person moving chooses a similar home -- one that is Idth­
35See Richard Goode, The Individual Income Tax (Nashington: The 

Brookings Institution, 1964 • pp. 

36See Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Survey of fi­

nancial Characteristics of Consumers August, 1966 and Federal fescrve-J3ulle­
t 
: I 
L, 
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in the same or higher value range and, therefore, tends to be subject to the 
same reappraisal 1 influences. If our interest is concerned primarily with 
income groups, rather than with individuals, at least in the short-run (pos­
sibly five to ten years) mobility should not demonstrably affect the results. 37 
It may be concluded that the total effects of the reappraisal lag are 
uncertain. Indirect evidence from data developed by Multnomah County, the 
State of Oregon and the U. S. Bure<lu of the Census indicates that lower-value 
housing tends to be overassessed relative to higher-value housing. A tenta­
tive thesis is that these results may be explained by the initial differential 
level of assessment by value of housing and by differential value of house in­
creases over the time lag in appraisal. As the two models demonstrate, the 
impact of the reappraisal lag on the distribution of tax burden is complica­
ted by the value of house-income ratio, differential rates of value apprecia­
tion, variance in the· dis tribution of market val ues > and, importantly, by the 
resul ting tax rate decline which would follow from maintaining a constant to­
tal tax levy. 
--~.---------
37Some other possible factors which could shift the incidence of the 
property tax over time include: (1) differential increases in the tax rate 
affecting different income groups, (2) changes in consumption of housing by 
income class, (3) changes in assessment practices differentially affecting 
the range of housing values, (4) differential shifts in value of housing pro­
duced by the lag in reappraisal, (5) changes in factors affecting the shift­
ing of the property tax, (6) shifts in the pattern of residential consumption 
e.g., ownership versus renting, (7) new legislation affecting the proportion 
a person pays in property tax, or (8) shifts in patterns affecting redistri­
bution of revenue - c.g., state tax relief. 
CflAPTER III 
A TEST OF THE REAPPRAISAL LAG Tl:-JESIS 
A statistical test of the reappraisal lag thesis involves two parts: 
(1) an attempt to identify the relationship bet\veen assessed value and sale 
price by use of simple regl'ession Elnalysi s. The initial level of assessment 
and changes in the initial level of aSSeSS}ilcnt over the reappraisa 1 lag are 
analyzed; (2) an attempt to expl the ratio of assessed value to sale price 
by use of multiple regression analysis involving five independent variables, 
emphasizing the change in the regression through introduction of the lag. 
Construction of the Test 
As pointed out earlier J the basis for the test of the reapprais al lag 
thesis is I'lul tnomah County t s 1969 Ratio Multnomah County provides a 
useful basis for the study because it contains approximately one-fourth of 
the State!s population (1967 estimate was 555,700) and because of the avail­
ability of data. In addition, t-1ultnomah County maintains computerized records 
' 'h' I C 38of all property transersf occur1ng W]t 1n t le ounty. 
111e total sample includes 404 .geed sales.. of single-family houses oc­
curring wi thin t-lul tnomah County duri.ng 1968 (see Appendix B for additional 
information on the sample). 39 The areas chosen to be included in the sample 
---------- ..---­
38Although the data is not in published form, it was made available 
through the Sales-RaUo Department and the Computer Center, fvlultnomah County, 
39The 1969 Ratio Study_ classifies sales as deed, contract OT unqllali­
...•~ 
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were visually-selected, ten-block square sections (quarter sections) located 
in various parts of the County. TIle sections were chosen so as to include a 
wide range of single--family housing) taking into consideration the following 
factors: (1) value, (2) age of housing, (3) distance from the central city, 
(4) homogeneHy of area, and (5) maintenance district. (Sec Appendix B for 
a lllore detailed explanation of method.) The major limitation of this parti­
cular method of sample selection is the division of the County into five 
maintenance districts for the reappraisal cycle, and the impossibility of pro 
viding the same range of housing variables in each of the five districts. 
For example, a maintenance district in the eastern portion of the County may 
not include a significant sample of houses valued from $5,000 to $10,000. 
However, once the ten-block square areas have been selected, the sales are 
randomly samp led wi thin each area. 
Since all sales included in the sample occur in 1968, in introducing 
the reappraisal lag, the particular maintenance district in \'ihich the sale 
occurred determines the amount of time since the last reappraisal. Therefore, 
identification of the initial level of assessment by value of housing is com­
prised of that maintenance district \dlich \\Tas reappraised in 1968 -- i. e. , 
1968 sales and 1968 reappraisal; \<:11ereas the introduction of the lag effect 
is comprised of those maintenance districts reappraisc>d in years other than 
1968 -- e. g., if maintenance district No. 3 \,'ere last reappraised in 1966, all 
fied sales. Only deed sales \\'ere included in the sample because of the pos­
sibility of irregularities being involved in either contract or unqualified 
sales. Although in most areas within the City this cloes not amount to a large 
proportion of total sales, the exclusion of contract sales within areas such 
as Albina would have important effects. A much larger proportion of total 
sales within the ION-value, negro hOllsing district involve contract sales 
and, therefore, assume much more inportancc. 
I 

I 
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sales occurring in that clistrict during 19C)8 involve a t'vo-year reappraisal 
lag. (See Table VII) 
TABLE VII 
CONSTRUCTION OF THE THESIS TEST 
Year Of Year 
*Maintenance Last Of Lag 
District al Sale 
2 1968 1968 0 Initial Assessment Level (Lo) 
1 1967 1968 1 Lag Effect (Ll ) 
5 1966 1968 2 Lag Effect (L2) 
4 1965 1968 3 Lag Effect (L3) 
---~""---'-.-'--~... 
---------.­
*This is the correct maintenance cycle for Multnomah County. 
A simple regression of assessed value on sale price was performed for 
each of the four districts from which data \vas collected. Four separate re­
gressions were performed in order to determine the initial level of assess­
ment and shifts in the function over a three (See Table VII). 
This involves a least-squares fit in which each of the four separate samples 
is COli1puter-tested against six basi c curve types. 40 Utilizing these regres­
sions, estimates of assessed value by sale price of housing (and, therefore, 
the dollar amount of underassessment) are made. Also, from these equations 
the dollar amount of taxes not paid due to lmderassessment (by value of hous­
ing) is estimated. This includes: (1) an estimate of taxes not paid in a 
-~--------.----
40General Electric, Time-Sharing Service Regression Analysis; Program 
Library Users Guide, (Bethesda, l~!aryl and: Information ServTccs Department, 
1968), pp. 19.:.-iJ----;--The CURFTS program was utilized for the simple regressions. 
35 
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single year (by value of housing) after a three-year appraisal lag, and (2) I 

! 
an estimate of the present value of taxes not paid (and, therefore, income 
retained for consumption) over a five-yeAr appraisal cycle. 
For the second part of the thesis test, the multiple linear regres­
sion analysis is al so computer-tested for each of the four separate samples. 41 
This regression is an attempt to explain the assessed value sale price ra­
tio AVjl.lV as a function of five independent variables, including (1) sale 
price, (2) age of house, (3) average sale price of housing in the ten-block 
square area, (4) distance from the center of the city, and (5) the percentage 
by Ivhich the sale price of the house differs from the average sale price of 
housing in the quarter section area. Table VIII contains a sUlllmary of the 
regression analyses involved in this study. 
is of Initial Level of Assessment 
It is the pm'pose of this section to identify more specifically the 
relationship between asses ed value and market value of housing (sale price) 
at the time of appraisal. This reI ationship would then specify the initial 
level of assessment by value of housing and would be the basis upon Ivhich to 
analyze shifts in the relationship over time and, therefore, the effect of 
the appraisal lag. 
According to data developed by Multnomah County, the initial level of 
assessment is nearly 100 percent. This is determined from the average assessed. 
value - sale pr:i ce ratio for that maintenance district Ivhich was reappraised 
in 1968-69 (i.e., no reappraisal lag). The mcan urban ratio was .993, \vhile 
41Portland StrIte University Computer Center. 
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the mean suburban ratio \\'as 1.01 (sec Appendix C, Table XXIV for AVjMV ratios 
by each maintenance district in 1968).42 
TABLE VIll 
SUMMARY OF REGRESSIOr;' A'JALYSES 
Variable sion Mlll t Ie Line'll' 1 for MLR
.--..-.=.-.-.-.-------~----.-
Dependent 
Variable 1) Assessed Value 1) }\ssessecl ValuejSnle Price AVSP 
Independent 
Variables 2) Sale Price 2) Sale Price SP 
3) Age of House AGE 
4) Average Sale Price of 
Housing in Area SPAV 
5) Distance (in blocks) from 
Center of City DIST 
6) Percentage by Ivhich Sale 
Price of House differs 
(+ or -) from average 
sale price of housing 
in area POIF 
.-------------------------­
Based upon the regression analyses in this section, however, these 
average ratios succeed in hiding significant ratio differentials by value of 
43property. Therefore, in order to test the first part of the hypothesis, a 
simple regression of assessed value on sale price for housing both reappraised 
42Mu1tnomah County, 1969 Ratio Study, Ratio Subsection. Note that the 
assessed value - sale price ratio is the s'ame as AVjMV and the multiple re­
gression symbol AVSP (discussed later). 
43Although the analyses of this study are limited to single-family 
housing, a similar study could be performed utilizing multiple-family, commer­
cial or industrial property. Data maintained by Multnomah County for ratio 
analyses distinguishes between these property classes. 
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and sold in 1968 was performed. 
Figure I is a graph of the Sil'lple regression of assessed value on sale 
price. OA is a 45 degree line from the origin and, therefore, any point ly­
ing on this line represents a house which was both assessed and sold at the 
same price. Consequently, allY point to the left of OA represents overassess­
ment, and Wly point to the right of OA represents wlcierassessment. 
Line Lo is the regression of assessed value on sale price for 1968 
reappraisals and 1968 sales and, therefore, represents the initial level of 
assessment value of (As indicated in the previous section. each 
regression In this section ",as coml)uter-tested by the least-squares method 
agains t six bas ic curve types. In each case, although the portion of the 
curve below $10.000 appears non-linear, the best fit turned out to be linear 
and of the form Y A + BX.) Any deviation of La from OA is a deviation of 
assessed value from market value and, t}lerefore, it is possible to measure 
the deviation as the vertical distance from La to OA at any given point. For 
example, in Figure I the estimated ratio of assessed value to sale price CAY/ 
j;lV) for a $20,000 house is DG/DE or $17,960/20,000. The estimated AV/MV for 
a $30,000 house is simI) ly FP /F~!j. 
As indicated by the graph, La crosses OA at point C, at an estimated 
value of $7,370. 111erefore, below this value single-family housing tends to 
be initially overassessed while housing above this value tcnds to be unc1er­
assesscd. Above point C, then, estimated underassessment for housing valuecl 
by the market at $20,000 is equal to the linear distance GE. At the same 
time, estimated unclcrasscsslnent for housing valued at $30,000 is equal to the 
linear distance p~!. (See Tab Ie IX for a summary of the four equations de­
38 
FIGURE I 
INITIAL LEVEL Or- ASSESSMENT AT TIME or REAPPRAISAL BY VALUE 
OF SIl\GLE-FAMILY HOUSING, 1968 SALES, 1968 
REAPPRAISAL, MULTN01,lAli COUNTY, OREGON 
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veloped for this section and the explained variance of the dependent variable). 
'/ 
In 
. The regression of assessed value on sale price for housing sold in 
1968, but last reappraised in 1967, 1966 or 1965 (each is a separate regres­
sian line) indicates a significant shift in the level of assessment (AV/MV) 
over the reappraisal lag (sec Figures II and III). The introduction of the 
reappraisal lag indicates (1) a tendency for housing val ues belO\y' approxinwtcly 
$7,400 to depreciate over the l8g in reappraisal, and (2) in general, value 
appreciation for housing above $7,400. The regression lines in Figure I J are: 
Lo - Initial Assessment Level 
LI Onc-Year Reappraisal Lag 
L2 Two-Year Reappraisal Lag 
L3 - 1111'ee-Year Reappraisal Lag 
To a certain extent, data restrictions (as discussed in the previous 
section) limit the accuracy of the estimates represented by regression lines 
L2 and L3. The most accurate representation of the shift in the lag function 
is indicated by the movement from Lo to Ll, as shown in Figure I I, both of 
which involve a large sample, as we]l as a wide range of housing variables. 
(Sec Appendix B, Table XXIII for a list of quarter sections included. Table 
IX to fo11O\\' lists the sample size by regression line.) Whereas each regres­
sian line contains a reasonably Kide range of housing values, L2 and L3 do 
not contain os wide a range of other housing characteristics. Insofar as the 
data peTillits, however, lines Ll, 1.2 and L~ afford some interesting observa­
tiOllS in regard to the effect of the reappraisal lag. 
40 
FIGURE II 
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FIGURE I II 
INITIAL 
IN 
LI-;VEL OF ASSESSMENT AT TIlE TIME OF REAPPRAISAL AND CHANGES 
ASSESSMENT LEVEL DURING A TIIREE-YEAR REAPPRAISAL LAG, 
MUL TNm.1AH COUNTY, OREGOl'\ 
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As indicated by Figtlre II, there appears to be a tendency for 10\\'er­
value properties (roughly bel OI~ $7,400) to depreciate in value. This is sholm 
by the upward shift in the lag function to the left of point C from Lo to Ll. 
This movement, then, due to the decline in the market value of housing belO\~ 
$7,400, results in an in the AV/MV ratio. Consequently, housing in 
thi s va lue range is not only initially overassessed, as pointed out in .the 
previous section, but the re(1ppraisal lag operates to e the overassess­
ment because of value depreciation (the regression line understates the over-
assessment of housing below $7,400. ~~st of the observations below this value 
fall on the high side of the regression line, indicating that this portion of 
the curve is probably non-linear). Housing which falls within this category 
is, for the most part, located within the Albina area, which is primarily 
occupied by the Portland negro population. This factor will be discussed in 
more detail ]ater. 44 
As further suggested by Figures II and III, housing valued above 
$7,400 tends to appreciate over the reappraisal lag. This is indicated by 
the dOlvmla):d shift in the lag function from Lo to L3 to the right of poj nt C. 
Therefore, as the market value of housing in this value range increases, the 
AV/~W ratio declines, caus further underassessment. On the whole, then, 
while housing valued belol\' $7 ,400 tends to become relatively more overassesscd 
during the reappraisal 1 ,housing valued above tlris amount is prone to be­
44Additional evidence supportiEg the point f,.adc here that depreciation 
in value ;1as occurreJ Albina area is found in Appendix C, Table XXIV. 
Data developed by the Nultnomah County Ratio Department shows that the ratio 
of assessed vaille to sale ces in District 5, \vhich contains a maj or por­
tion of Albina pr01,e)'t les, is still very close to 100 percent after a tll'O­
year lag in reappraisal. The mean ratio is .993. If we assume some proper­
ties in the district appreciated in value, others must have depreciated; 
-------
43 
come relatively more underassessed. 
TABLE IX 
SllM:-'I!\HY OF REGRESSJON EQUATIONS FOR INITIAL LEVEL OF 
ASSESS;,jENT AND TIIREE - YEAR REAPPRA ISAL LAG 
Index Of Sample 
ion Determinat ion * Size 
Initial Assessment (Lo) Y = 1180.02 + . 838859X .940574 134 
1 Year Lag (Ll) Y ::;: 1726.98 + .761463X .900292 163 
2 Year Lag (L2) Y 4329.18 + .665763X .865714 62 
3 Year Lag (L3) Y ::;: 13.507 + . 763077X .922531 45 
*The Index of Determination is the explained variance in the dependent 
variable (assessed value). It is simply the correlation coefficient squared 
(r2). 
See Genera) Electric, Time-Sharing Service Regression Analysis: Program Li­
brary Users Guide, (Bethesda> Maryland :-InformationServic"Cl'lepartDlCnt-:- 1968), 
p.---:''C-- As-polnted out earlier, the tl\'O-year and three-year lag samples are 
smaller than the first tlV0 samples because of the problems with the shape and 
composition of housing in each maintenance district. 
As discussed earlier, data problems limit the usefulness of regres­
sions L2 and L3 in terms of comparing L2 and L3 \'lith La and Ll. This is par­
ticularly important because the shape of maintenance districts excludes very 
low-value housing from regressions L2 and L3. Housing values in this lolV 
range, however, were jncluded in both Lo and Ll. Consequently. the shape of 
regression lines L2 and L3 is of a different form than \\'ould be the case had 
these lower-values been included. 
I 
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Utilizing equations developed from the simple sion analyses 
(see Table IX), it is possible to estimate changes in tax burden that woulel 
occur if the initial assessment pattern and the reDppraisal lag are eliminated. 
At this point, ho\\'evcx, it is necessary to introduce a further complication 
which results from the fact that single-family housing is Ollly a part of one , 
of the three major classes of taxable property (residential, commercial and 
industrial). Because a constitutional provision prohibits tax rate differen 
tials on the basis of property category, elimination of underassessment on 
single-family housing will increase the total assessed valuat on single .. 
family housing relative to business property.. Consequently, if a constant 
total tax levy is maintained while total assessed value increases, the tax 
rate will decline not only on single-fawily housing but also on commercial 
and industrial properties. Therefore, these relationships create the possi­
bility for elimination of the lag to redistribute property tax burdens from 
business property to single-family hOllsing, as \\'e11 as from owners of lm\1­
value single-family housing to owners of high-value s 1)' housing. 
In order to separate the incidence effects provided by these compli­
cations, separate calculations are made showing shifts in tax burdens result 
ing from the follm;1 ng: (1) the case which assumes that reclistribution of 
tax burdens occurs only within the property class single-f~lily hous , and 
(2) the case whicll assumes that reclistribution of tax burdens inclucles indus 
trial and commercial properties, as well as single-family houses. A constant 
total tax levy is assumed for both models. 
45 
Tax Burden Shifts Assumi!~L~hifts Occur Only Within Singl e- Fami ly !_!?usi.Tlg 
As mentioned before, it is assumed that the total tax levy remains 
constant ~lile assessed valuation increases and tax rates are adjusted do~n-
ward. A further assumption is that it is possible to increase (or decrease 
in the case of housing which is illitially overassessed) assessment levels to 
100 percent of market value. 45 With these assumptions, it then becomes pos­
sible to estimate that point at which the increase in assessed valuation is 
just offset by the decline in tho tax rate. Therefore, owners of all housing 
valued above this amount would experience increases in their tax bill, while 
owners of housing valued below this amount experience decreases in their tax 
bill. 
As mentionecl above, this first model assumes that the effects of re­
distribution of the tax burden occur only \vithin the single-family housing 
property class. This is indicated by the fact that \"'hile total assessed valu­
ation of single-family housing increases, the total revenue derived from this 
property class remains constant. For the second model total revenue derived 
from single-family housing increases, while total revenue derived from busi­
ness property declines. 
Table X provides data on the distribution of single-family houses by 
value range (see column 1).46 From this distribution and from the regression 
45 If it is not possible to eliminate the initial differential level of 
assessment along with the increase or clecrease in value over the lag, a smal­
ler increase in assessed valuation would occur and, therefore, the tax rate 
would not decline as far. If the amount \,ere knm\'I1, a solution could be found 
by setting the tax bill before the lag is eliminated equal to the tax bill 
with the initial assessment pattern (line Lo in Figure II). 
46The value-range distribution was derived from data provided by a 
TABLE X 

A rv;ODEL CF CHANGES IN ASSESSED VALUATION AIm TOTAL REVENUE BY VALUE RAl"iGE ASSUMING 

REDISTRIBUTION OCCURS ONLY WITHIN SINGLE-FAlVlILY HOUSING 

$ 
Value Renge 
° - 4,999 
Number 
Of 
Units 
5,184 
Total 
Assessed 
Valuation 
With Lag* 
$ 23,151,744 
Total 
Revenue With 
Lag (t = .03)** 
$ 694,656 
Total 
Assessed 
Valuation 
Without Lag*** 
$ 18,144,100 
Total Revenue 
\vi thout Lag 
(t = .0264;**** 
$ 476,928 
5,000 - 7,499 1l,035 72,279,250 2,173,895 68,968,750 1,820,775 
7,500 - 9,999 15,167 128,100,482 3,837,251 132,711,250 3,503,577 
10,000 - 12,499 17,601 182,029,542 5,456,310 198,01l ,250 5,227,497 
12,500 - 14,999 21,978 268,944,786 8,065,926 302,197,500 7,978,014 
15,000 - 17,499 16,958 239,667,414 7,190,192 275,567,500 7,274,982 
..JJ~-~19,.g.9.9--S,4n 150,999,788 4,531,501 176,643,750 4,664,395 
20,000 - 24,999 10,029 189,267,288 5,676,414 225,652,500 5,957,226 
25,000 and over 9,608 272,377,192 8,166,800 336,280,000 8,877,792 
TOTAL 
Column 
117,029 
(1) 
1,526,800,000 
(2) 
45,792,945 
(3) 
1,734,176,000 
(4) 
45,781,186 
(5) 
*Except for the value-range class $0-4,999 and $25,000 and over, the midpoint is selected ar­
bitrarily as the average value of house for the class. $3,500 and $35,000 respectively are selected 
for these two ranges. 
**Computed by tax rate (.03) times total assessed valuation by value range (column 2). 
.j:>. 
0\ 
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equations, was possible to estimate assessed valuation by value range, to­
tal revenue by value range assuming a 3 pel'cent tax rate, and the decline in 
the tax rate associated with the increase in total assessed valuation as un­
derassessment and overassessment are eliminated. 
As the data in Table X clearly indicate, the increase in ~ssessed 
valuation on housing which is underassessed far Ouh!eighs the decrease in 
assessed valuation on housing \\'hich is overassessed. The net increase in 
assessed valuation, or total underassessment of s e-family hous , is ap­
proximately $207,376,000 (column 4 minus column 2).47 
Given the data presented in Table X, the decline in the tax rate is 
as follows. The tax rate is simply total revenue (TR) divided by total assessed 
valuation (AV), or t :: TR. Because there is a net increase in assessed valua­
AV 
tion, the tax rate will decline if total revenue is held constant. Given a 
3 percent tax rate prior to elimination of underassessment, total revenue is 
roughly $45,800,000 (.03 x $1,526,800,000). Given a constant tax levy, the 
new tax rate after assessed valuation has in is equal to $45,800,000/ 
special computer tabul ation from the ~lu]tnol11ah County Data Process Divi­
sion. Sec Appendix E, Table XLIII for an explanation of this distribution. 
***It is assumed that valuation is 100 percent of market value. Assessed 
valuation with lag is compl1tcd from the average lag equation as described in 
footnote 48. 
****T:1e method for determining the tax rate decline is given below. 
471'ho general formula for calculating total underassessment for such 
a distribution is as follows: 
1''''n 
U := 1: 
r=l 
ur 
n 
x Nr 
n 
Where: U:: total underassessment 
r :: value range 
u = average underassessment by vahle range 
N number of units by value range 
n = nth range 
till! 
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$1,734,176,000, or .0264. 
With the assumption that the redistribution of the tax burden occurs 
only within the single-family housing property class, Table Xl gives changes 
in tax bills that could be expected to result as assessment level differen 
tials are el iminated. As the data illustrate, O\vl1ers of housing through the 
value-range $12,500 to $14,999 \\Quld, on the average, experience a decline in 
their tax bill, while owners of housing valued above this amount \I'ould expcr­
ience increases in theil' tax bill. A simple calculation revcals that this 
tax shift would amount to a redistributioll of approximately 
year from owners of low-value properties to 0\'1ner5 of higher-value properties. 
111is calculation follo\-is from multiplying the average tax bill change by value 
range times the number of units in that range (COlUlilll I in Table X times 
col umn 3 in Table Xl). Becanse total revenue is held constant, an inspection 
of Table Xl points out that the total decrease in tax revenue derived from 
low-value housing equals the total increase in revenue derived from high-value 
properties (columns 3 and 5 in Table X). 
Given the slopes of the regression lines in Figure III, the desired 
point at \I'hich the tax bill remains constant can be estimated by solving for 
the point at \~hich the tax bill before the lag and initial assessment pattern 
are eliminated is equal to the tax bill after the assessment level is equal 
to 100 percent of market value. The equation representing the assessment le­
vel before the lag is eliminated is an average of the four equations contained 
in Table IX.48 The previous analysis of the tax rate decline from 3 percent 
48The correct method for determining the appropriate equation would be 
to perform a separate regression ""hich includes all four samples lumped to­
gether. Rather than run a separate regression, an estimate \WS made by find­
ing the average of the four equations given in Table IX. 
TABLE XI 
A i'>'x)DEL OF CHAt~GES IN TAX BILLS THAT WOULD RESULT WITH ELIMINATION OF ASSESS~'JENT LEVEL 

DIFFERENTIALS ASSUMING REDISTRIBLTION OCCURS ONLY WITHIN SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSING 

Average Tax Bill 
Average Tax After Lag Average Total Percentage 
Bi 11 Wi til Lag Eliminated Change In Change Change In 
Value == .0 Tax Bill In Revenue** Revenue*** 
$ o - 4,999 $134 $ 92 $-42 7,728 -.31 
5,000 - 7,499 197 165 -32 -353,120 -.16 
7,500 - 9,999 253 231 -22 -333,674 -.09 
10,000 - 12,499 310 297 -13 -228,813 -.04 
12,500 - 14,999 367 363 4 - 87,912 -.01 
15,000 - 17,499 424 429 5 84,790 .01 
17,500 - 19,999 481 495 14 131,894 .03 
20,000 - 24,999 566 594 28 280,812 .05 
25,000 and over 850 924 74 710,992 .09 
Column (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
*The total increase in revenue does not exactly equal the total decrease in revenue due to 
**For each value range, this is mere change in tax bill times number of 
units in that range. 
***This equals total change in revenue divided by total revenue with the lag. The latter figure 
is contained in Table X. 
.j:::. 
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to 	2.6 percent is utilized here. 
If 	T the tax bill 

t the tax rate 

Y assessed valuation 

x == markE.~t val ue 

Then, the tax bill before the L'Ig and initial assessment pattern are elimina­
ted is equal to: 
(1) 	 t == .030 
T == .030Y Where Y == lS12.42 + .758l6X 
And, the tax bill after the lag and initial assessment pattern are eliminated 
is equal to: 
(2) 	 t == .0264 
T .0264Y Where Y == X 
Then, by setting (1) equal to (2) and solving for X, the value of housing 
which, on the average, experiences no change in the tax bill can be easily 
estimated. 
Tax Bill Before == Tax Bill After 

.030(lS12.42 + .75Sl6X) .0264X 

X == $14,695 

Therefore, given the assllmptions previously outlined, owners of hous­
ing valued below $14,695 would benefit from elioination of assessment level 
differentials, h'hile OImers of housing above this amount would not benefit. 
This means that approximllte 1)' 55 percent of existing h01.1se11ol ds (64,330/117,029) 
woul d benefit from el imino tion of ti1e lag and initial assessment pattern. 
J\ 
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Redistribution Includes Commercial Industrial andRe s i den--L--·---.;--;.;-----c------~------'---·-:----~~·-----=.:...:.:.-....:· 
Because the tax Tate \\hich applies to single-fami ly housing must ap­
ply to all categories of taxable property, commercial and industrial property 
must be included in a realistic model of tax burden shifts. Consequently, the 
increase in total assessed valuat:ion of single-family housing which results 
from eliminating unuer3ssessment (and overassessment) reduces the tax rate 
for all classes of property. The inciucncc effects become more complex be­
cause the tax rate decline is less than it \\'Ould be in the previous model 
(.0264). The previous model assumed that single- fami ly housing \~ould be taxed 
at a rate of 2.6 percent, while business property \wuld continue to be taxed 
at a rate of 3 percent. 
In this situation, the tax rate would decline from 3 percent to roughly 
2.8 percent of assessed value. 49 Table XII gives the estimates which fo11ol'> 
from these assumptions. The data demonstrate that while maintaining a con­
stant total tax levy (revenue) in Multnomah County ($89,386,000 in 1968-69), 
the total revenue derived from single-family housing increases by approximately 
$2.8 million. This can be easily calculated from Table XII by subtracting 
the decline in total revenue derived from low-value properties from the in­
crease in total revenue from high-value properties (column 4). Since the to­
tal revenue derived from single-family housing equals $45.8 million (see Ta­
49Al1 average property tax rate for the County is equal to; the total 
tax levy/total assessed valuation subject to property taxation (TR/AV). In 
~!ultnomah County this is equal to $89,386,645/$2,979,554,840, or .030. Given 
the estimated net increase in assessed valuation \-;ith elimination of the lag, 
the ne\\' tax rate would then be: $89,386,645/$2,979,554,840 + $215,677,258 = 
.028. 
TABLE XI I 
A MODEL OF CHAt\lGES IN TOTAL REVENUE DERIVED FROM SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSING 

ASSill~ING TAX RATE DECLINE FOR ALL PROPERTIES 

Total Revenue Total Revenue Total Revenue Change In Change In 
With Lag Lag Without Lag Total Revenue Total Revenue 
Value Range (t = .030) ** (t = .028) (t = .0264) * (2) - (1) (3) - (1)* 
$ o ­ 4,999 $ 694,656 $ 508,032 $ 476,928 $ -186,624 $ -217,728 
5,000 - 7,499 2,173,895 1,931,125 1,820,775 -242,770 -353,120 
7,500 - 9,999 3,837,251 3,715,914 3,503,577 -121,336 -333,674 
'10,000 - 12,499 5,456,310 5,544,315 5,227,497 88,005 -228,813 
12,500 - 14,999 8,065,926 8,461,530 7,978,014 395,604 - 87,912 
15,000 - 17,499 7,190,192 7,715,890 7,274,982 525,698 84,790 
17,500 - 19,999 4,531,501 4,946,025 4,664,395 414,524 131,894 
20,000 - 24,999 5,676,414 6,318,270 5,957,226 641,856 280,812 
25,000 and over 8,166,800 9,415,840 8,877,792 1,249,040 710,992 
TOTAL 45,792,945 48,556,941 45,781,186 2,763,996 11,759 
Column (1) (2) (5 ) 
*This column is taken from Table X. It assumes redistribution only among single family 
ing. Theoretically, total revenue would be constant, but is not here due to rounding. 
**Assessed valuation lag is computed from the average equation described in footnote 
CJ148. IV 
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ble XIV) and the total revenue derived from business property equals $43.6 
million, business property \'!Ould experience a 6 percent decline in its over­
all tax burden, while single- family housing would experience a 6 percent over­
all increase in its tax burden. 
Table XIII, then, estimates changes in the tax bill that would follow 
from this analysis. 
A comparison of Tables XI and XIII clearly indicates that not only do 
tax bills decline less for lower-value properties in this case, but owners of 
higher-value single-family properties would experience a greater average in­
crease in their tax bill. This result follows from the smaller decline in 
the tax rate. In addition, Table XII points out that very large differences 
would result in the amount of total revenue change, depending upon whether 
the tax rate declines from .030 to .028 or to .0264 (compare columns 1, 2 and 
3 ill Tab Ie XII). 
Further, if \\'e follmv this more realistic model for calculating the 
cross-over point belm\' \vhich tax bills would decrease and above which tax 
bills \'!Ould increase> a different rosul t is obtained. Utilizing the same 
equations but substituting a tax. rate of 2.8 percent, the value of house which 
would experience no change in the tax bill is as follows: 
Tax Bill Before = Tax Bill After 
.030(1812.42 + .75816X) = .028X 
X = $10,260 
With the smaller tax rate decline, then, only ml'1lers of houses valued 
below $10,260 would benefit from the elimination of assessment level differ­
entials. Therefore, given the assumptions of this second model, some 10lV­
TABLE XIII 

A MODEL OF CHAl'JGES IN TAX BILLS THAT WOULD RESULT IF REDISTRIBUTION INCLUDES ALL PROPERTY 

CLASSES VERSUS REDISTRIBUTION WHICH INCLUDES ONLY SINGLE-PAMILY I-lOUSING 
Average Tax 
Bill With 
Value Range (t :::: .030)* 
Average Tax Bill 
Without Lag 
(t == .028) 
Average Tax Bill 
Without 
(t == .0264)* 
Change In 
Tax Bill 
(1) - (2) 
Change In 
Tax Bill 
(1) - (3)* 
$ o ­ 4,999 $134 $ 98 $ 92 $ -36 $ -42 
5,000 - 7,499 197 175 165 -22 -32 
7,500 - 9,999 253 245 231 - 8 -22 
10,000 - 12,499 310 315 297 5 -13 
12,500 - 14,999 367 385 18 4 
15,000 - 17,499 424 455 429 31 5 
17,500 - 19,999 481 525 495 44 14 
20,000 - 24,999 566 630 594 64 28 
25,000 and over 850 980 924 130 74 
Column (1) (2) (3) (4 ) (5) 
*From Table XI. The average tax bill with lag is calculated by use of the average lag equa­
tion (see footnote 48). The average tax bill without lag ass~~es housing is assessed at 100 percent 
of market value. 
U1 
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income households benefit from the existence of the lag and the initial assess­
ment pattern and would, consequently, experience some increase in tax burden. 
If FHA statistics on value of house-income ratios are correct, the income of 
the average homeowner experiencing no ci1ange in the tax bill would be approxi­
mately $2,500, still Ivell \';ithin the poverty nmge. 
As pointed out earlier and in Table XIV, a significant drawback to 
elimination of the assessment level differentia] which is demonstrated by the 
second model is that it \Vould rosul t in a shift in tax burden of approximately 
$2.8 million annually from business property to single-family residences. 
The bulk of this increased burden would be bOTllC by OI'Jners of middle- to hjgh­
value dwellings, while at the same time smaller decreases in tax burden would 
occur for owners of low-value houses. 
TABLE XIV 
ESTI!vlATED SllIFT IN PROPERTY TAX BURDENS FRm! BUSINESS 
PROPERTY TO SHJGLE-FAMILY RESIDENCES 
Total Lag Total Tax Without Lag Net Change 
In Tax 
-"-~~---.-
Business 43.6 40.8 -2.8 
Single- Family 45.8 48.6 2.8 
TOTAL 89.4 89.4 0.0 
.----... ..--~.-----
Taxes Not Paid Due to Both the Initial 
sessmc'nt 
Another Kay of viewing the problcTJ of the reappraisal lag and initial 
assessment pattern is (1) to estimate changes in the AV!HV ratio over the 
lag, analyzing the relative importance of the initial assessrflent patten1 vcr­
111'\ 
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sus the time lag in appraisal, and (2) to estimate the value of the lag to 
the average owner of a single-family house in a particular value-range. The 
latter is done through present value estimates of taxes not paid (or paid) 
due to wlderassessment (overassessment) over a five-year appraisal cycle. 
Although each of the lines is not a comparable regression as far as 
the range of housing characteristics j s concerned, it is possible to estimate 
the effects of both the initial differential level of assessment by value of 
housing and the reappraisal lag shift by use of the equations. 
From Figure II lit appeaTS that for housing va] ued at approximately 
$20,000 the underassessment caused by value appreciation over a three-year 
lag (line segment GK) is somewhat greater than initial underassessment at the 
time of appraisal (line segment EG). For $30,000 housing the two factors are 
roughly equal. 
For a normal of five to six years, then, it appears 
at this point that the reappraisal lag may be the more significant contribu­
tor to inequities resulting from underassessment of middle- and higher-value 
housing and overassessment of lower-value housing. However, visual inspec­
tion of Figure III is not sufficient to indicate the relative importance of 
the lag versus the appraisal-induced inequities. 
Estimates developed from the regressions point out that in absolute 
dollar amollnts the underassessment is quite large. Table XV estimates that 
after a three-year reappraisal lag, underassessment values range from $ -534 
for housing valued at $5,000 to $9,463 for housing valued at $40,000. If we 
assume an average tax rate of 3 percent, the estimated range of dollar bene­
fit due to underassessment for individuals living in housing that has not 
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been reappraised for three years is from approximately $ -16 ($5,000 home) to 
$284 ($40,000 home) for that one 1'. 
TABLE XV 
REGRESSION ESTIMATES OF INITIAL ASSESSt-IENT LEVEL, LEVEL OF 
ASSESSrllENT APTER TIIREE- YEAR REAPPRAI SAL LAG, AND 
ESTIMATE OF DI FF'ERENCE SETI'/EEN ASSESSED 
VALUE AND SALE PIUCE AFTER 
REAPPRAISAL LAG 
Absolute Difference 
Bet\\'ecn Taxes That 
Value Of AV and HV Would Have 
Initial AV/MV After Been Paid 
3-Yea1' Initial After If AV/I,lV 100-"* 
$ 	5,000 107.0 111. 0 -374 -534 -16 

7,370 100.0 100.0 0

° 	 ° 
20,000 89.8 76.4 2,040 4,730 142 
30,000 87.8 76.4 3,650 7,090 213 
40,000 86.8 76.3 4,200 9,463 284 
*Estimate for $5,000 home is based only on a one-year lag. The lack 
of observations for additioJlal years prevent estimates from being made. 
**Assumes tax rate is 3 percent. 
Additional estimates developed from the regression equations suggest 
that the dollar amount of taxes not paid due to underassessment over a fi ve­
ye~~ reappraisal cycle is eVen more significant. TIle estimates given in Ta­
blc XV are only estimates of taxes not paid in on~ particular year (1968) by 
housing that has not been reappraised for three years. Estimates developed 
for Table XVI, hO\'lcver, arc lUG estimates of the income retained
"--------­
from taxes not paid due to underassessment over a hypothetical fi yeo-year 
I 
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appraisal cycle. (The amount is negatj ve in the case of overassessment of 
10lVer-va lue hou·sing). 50 
TABLE XVI 
PRESENT VALUE ESTIMATES OF TAXES NOT PAID DUE TO BOTH INITIAL 
LEVEL OF ASSESS~lENT AND TO CHA:.JGES IN TIlE LEVEL OF 
ASSESSMENT OVER A FIVE-YEAR APPRrUSAL LAG, 
MULTN01'.lAIl COUNTY, OREGON* 
Estimated Present Value of Taxes 
Not Paid Due to Underassessment 
Value of No Value of 
$ 5,000 $ -67 $-50 $-17 
7,370 0
° ° 
15,000 362 166 156 

20,000 502 274 228 

30,000 782 491 291 

40,000 1,011 565 446 

.---~------~---------
*See Appendix E, Table XXXVI, for derivation of present values. A 
6 percent rate of interest is assumed. 
The formula for estimating the present value of the income stream 
(from taxes not paid due to underassessment) over a five-year appraisal cycle 
can be specified as: 5l 
50Because the estimates are from cross-section analyses and not timc­
series studies, is necessary to assume for sake of simplification that the 
estimates are not significantly altered. Ideally, it would be necessary to 
construct a time-s test \\'hich segregates housing by value range and 
analyzes the change in assessment level over the appraisal cycle for this 
particular sample. 
5lThis equation for estimating present value aSSUllles that the individ­
uals spend 100 percent of the income retajned (or, in the case of ovcrassess­
\ 
I 

. I 

l 
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Where: PV := present value of taxes not paid due to underassessment 
over a five-year appraisal cycle 
t 
- tax rate 
UI := initial amount of underassessment (overassessment) 
underassessment (overassessment) after n years lagULn 

r rate of interest 

In a more simplified form: 

PV := t (UI ) + t (ULn ) 
O+Y)11 
Based upon this formula, then, Table XVI gives the appropriate present 
value estimates by value of housing (see Figure IV for a graph of estimates 
from Table XVI). 
As indicated In Table XVI and Figure IV, present value estimates 
Hhich include both the initial level of underassessment and the increase in 
underassessment ovel~ the reappraisal lag range from a negative $67 for OImers 
of housing valued at $5,000 to a positive $1,011 jor owners of housing valued 
at $40,000 (see Appendix E, Table XXXVI for derivation of the estimates).52 
Interestingly enough, the present value estimates ~lich assume no lag (in 
_ .... __.__._-­
ment, l\'Ould have spent 100 percent). Over a five-year cycle, this assumption 
wou1d not significantly alter the est es. However, any estimates of the 
long-run effects of differential levels of assessment would have to include 
provision for saving. Present value estimates assume a 6 percent rate of 
interest. 
52The $-67 estinlate for $5,000 housing assumes that no value deprecia­
tion occurs after the first-year lag. This is because no observations in this 
value range \,ere available given the shape of maintenance districts in Mult­
nomah County. 
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FIGURE IV 
GRAPH OF PRESENT Vi\LUE r:STU1ATES OF TAXES NOT PAID 
DUE TO BOTJ-I INITIAL LEVEL OF ASSESS~lENT Al"JD 

TO CIIA.."JGES IN' TI IE LEVEL OF ASSESS~lENT 

DURING A FIVE-YEAR APPRAISAL CYCLE, 

MULTNOHI\J! COUNTY) OREGON * 
1,0001I 
*A 6 percent interest rate is assumed. 
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other words j the initial level of assessment established at the time of ap­
praisal is maintClined throughout the five-year cycle) indicate that the ini­
tial differential level of assessment by value of housing is as important, or 
more important than the lag-induced underassessment. This is also indicated 
in Figure IV. 
The evidence presented in this section, then, supports the original 
hypothesis. Based upon the data developed from the regression equations, it 
may be concluded that a significant initial differential level of assessment 
by value of housing exists, with housing below approximately $7,400 being 
initially overassessed and housing valued above this amount being initially 
underassessed. In addition, over the reappraisal cycle, there appears to be 
depreciation in value for housing va.] ued belol\, $7,400, thereby increasing 
overassessment. At the same time, housing above roughly $7,400 appears to 
experience significant value appreciation, therefore increasing the under-
assessment. 
The distributional effects of the lag and the initial assessment pat­
tern are complicated by both the tax rate effect (as total revenue is held 
constant) and the fact that the constitution requires the same tax rate be 
applied to all categories of property. Under the assumption that redistribu­
tion of tax burdens occurs only within single-fmnily housing, if assessment 
level differentials are eliminated, it is estimated that on the average 0\\'ner5 
of housillg valued below $14,695 would experience a decline'in tax burdens 
while O\\11e1'S of housing val ued above this amount would experience an increase 
in tax burdens. Given the more realistic asslimption that redistTibution would 
include business property, on the average owners of housing valued below 
. I 
I 

I I 

I I 
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$10,260 \\'Quld e.x'Perience decreases in to.x burdens, \\1hi Ie owners of housing 
above this amount \\'ould experience increases in tax burdens. At the same 
time, this latter assumption ll'Ould result 1.11 a shift of tax burden from busi­
ness property to single-family hOllsing. 
Although the origin<11 hypothesis suggests that the reappraisal lag is 
the more significant contributor to inequities from underassessment of higher-
value housing, the analysis of this section indicates that the initial differ­
ential level of assessment by value of housing, when viewed over a five-year 
appraisal cycle, is as important as the reappraisal 1 This, then, would 
imply that elimination of the reappraisal lag will not correct all the in­
equities produced by the lag and the initial assessment pattern. 
A Prelimin 
A multiple regression analysis was performed in an endeavor to explain 
the assessed value - sale price ratio by relating the AV/MV ratio to five 1.n­
dependent variables. From the previous simple regression analysis, it is evi­
dent that as value of housing increases, there is a strong tendency for the 
AV/MV ratio to decline, both as a result of the initial level of assessment 
and as a result of factors affecting the market value of housing during the 
normal I ag in reappraisal. However, it has not as yet been shol\'n \"hat fac­
tors other than value of housj ng \'>Quld cause the ratio to vary Id thin an ur­
ban area. 
It should be pointed out that a high, signi cant amount of intcr­
correl ation of the independent variables \\'as found (sec Tables XXXVII to 
I : : 
I I 
! I 
I I 

I I 
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XLI in Appendix E). For example, significant negative correlation was found 
between age of house and sale price. Also, significant positive correlation 
was found betwccn sale price and distance from the center of the City. C011­
sequently, the reliability of the partial correlation coefficients (1') for 
some of the samples (as given in Table XXI) is reduced. AJ though this is the 
case, the overall validity of the multiple correlation coefficients (R) and 
the explained variances of the dependent variables (R2) is not reduced. Fur­
ther, it must be stressed that the method of sample selection and the construc­
tion of the test (san~les are randomly drmm from selected quarter sections 
ten-square block areas - from within each maintenance district. See Appen­
dix B) causes the variability of the cross-correlation simple r's from salll­
pIe to sample (sec Appendix E for a comparison of simple cross r's from each 
sample). As a group, however, the variables used in the multiple linear re­
gressions are strategic in explaining the assessed value sale price (AV!MV) 
ratio, evon though it is impossible to parcel out the extent of each variable 
as a causal factor. 
Table XVII gives a summary of the variables used in the multiple 1'0­
gression analyses. 
The regression explains 67 percent of the variance in the dependent 
variable (AVSP) in the initial year (R2 .6741).53 As Table XVIII indicates, 
however, as the reappraisal lag is introduced by separate regressions of each 
of the samples, the explained variance declines from the high of 67 percent 
53As indicated, the explained variance is merely the correlation co­
efficient squared. See Ezekiel, Mordecai and Karl A. Fox, Methods of Correla­
tion and Regression Analysis, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1959). 
The dependent variable AVSP is the multiple regression symbol representing 
AV!MV. 
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to a 1m, of 26 percent. In short> as time is allowed to operate> the impor­
tance of the five explanatory variahles declines and other not-accounted for 
factors begin to differentially affect the market value of housing. 54 
TABLE XVII 
SUI-DIARY OF VARIABLES US!:]) TN MULTIPLE LINEAR REGHESSION ANALYSIS 
Item Variabl{; 1
-'-------",---
----------------_.,­
Dependent 
Variable Assessed Value/Sale Price AVSP 
Independent 
Variables Sale Price SP 
Age 0 f I-louse AGE 
Average Sale Price of Housing in Quarter 
Section SPAV 
Distcmce from Center of City DIST 
Percentage Difference Between SP and SPAV 
in Quarter Section PDlF 
In spite of the fact that the explanatory pOI'mr of the five variables 
54Additional variabJes that may add to explanatory power of further re­
gression analysis include: 
1) density of population 
2) average value of housing in surrounding quarter sections 
3) capitalization variable (tax rate differential) 
4) dollar amount of housing improvement during 1 
5) change in neighborhood characteristics during lag (e.g. > zoning) 
6) land/total value of property 
7) variable shaKing effect of individual assessor 
8) new construction variable 
9) changes in legal bOlmdaries 
10) more exact measurement of time of sale (e. g., month of sale may 
affect the sale prj ce; also, some sales may have been closer to 1967, 1968) 
11) multiple-family units in area 
12) commercial, industrial units in area 
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declines over the lag, in all cases their inclusion explains more of the vari­
ance in the AVSP ratio them does SP alone. This is pointed out by the higher 
multiple correlation (including SP, SPAV, PDIF, AGI3 and OIST) than is obtained 
by a simple correlation bct\veen AVSP and SP. See Table XIX. Table XX in-
eludes a simple correlation analysis of AVSP with each of the five independentr 
variables. This table is referred to later in the separate discussion of each 
variable to for low. 
TABLE XVIII 
EXPLAINED VARIANCE AND l,lULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
FOR REGRESSIO:--l fu'JALYSES 
Year ~Ilt 
R 
Ie Correlation 
(R2) 
ained Variance 
Initial Year .8210 .6741 
One-Year Lag .6903 .4765 
Two-Year Lag .5097 .2598 
11nee-Year Lag .5606 .3143 
-----.--.-...•--~.--.---.------- ~-------------.-----
In addition, \~hereas sale of hous explains from 87 to 94 per­
---=--­
cent of the variance in assessed value (as indicated in the earlier simple 
regression of assessed value on sale price), sale price explains a much smal­
ler proportion of the variance in the AVSP ratio. The simple correlation of 
AVSP and SP ranges from only -.17 to .49, pointing out the difficulty in ex­
plaining a ratio, such as AVSP. 
Insofar as the data permits, the multiple regression analysis aJ 10\,,;s 
for some preliminary observatimls in regard to the role each of the indepen­
dent variables plays in the regression. Table XXI arranges the variables 
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according to absolute size of the beta coefficient and, therefore, gives some 
indication of the relaU ve importance each assumes in the regression. There­
fore, three aspects of each variable are discussed separately. 
TABLE XIX 
A CO~IPARISON OF THE SIMPLE CORRELATION OF AVSP A'JD SP 

WITH MULTIPLE COlmELATJON Al'iALYSIS 

f\1ultiple Correlation 

Simple Correlation Including SP, SPAY, 

Year of AVSP and SP PDIF,.. AGE, DIST 

-~---- --_..-._---_......._.­
Initial Year .3983 .8210 
1 Year Lag -.4912 .6903 
*2 Year Lag -.3084 .5097 
Ii 
**3 Year Lag .1730 .5606 
*Only AGE, rOlF, SPAY included in equation for two-year lag. SP did 
not sign cantl)' change explalned variance and the entire sample was the same 
distance from the center of the City. 
**Only sr, PDIF, and AGE included in equation for three-year lag. The 
entire sample came from t\W quarter sections and therefore DIST and SPAY did 
not enter the equation. 
TABLE XX 
SIMPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN AVSP 
AND INDEPENDEi'H VARIABLES 
SPAY DIST 
No Lag -.5476 .3983 .1802 -.2838 -.2268 
1 Year Lag -.5508 -.4912 .1883 -.3523 -.2087 
2 Years Lag . H2O -.3084 -.3047 -.3660 .3659 
3 Years Lag -.1733 -.1730 -.3097 ------ -----­
--_._----­ -.--~-~-.........-~--" 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
----------
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TABLE XXI 
VARIABLES ARRAr.:GED BY SIZE OF BETA COEFFICIENT AND 
BY NUMBER OF YEARS LAG-.\­
Year Variable Partial R Beta Coefficient 
-------------~------
Init Year SP .644,1 2.2725 
SPAV 
-.6950 -2.1970 
PDIF -.7554 -1. 8401 
AGE -.3913 -0.8044 
DIST -.2240 -0.4098 
1 Year Lag PDIP -.5259 -1.3391 
SP .3732 1.3S77 
SPAY -.4569 -1.1430 
AGE -.1734 -0.1581 
DIST -.1488 -0.1108 
AGE .353] -0.3862 
PDIF -.3126 -0.3243 
SPAY -.2789 -0.2624 
3 Year Lag-H * SP -.0564 -6.7882 
PDIF .0515 6.1897 
AGE -.5402 -0.6863 
----------------------.--­
*The coefficient of partial correlation may be defined as a measure 
of the extent to \Vhich that part of the variation in the dependent variable 
which \Vas not explained by the other independent factors cml be explained by 
the addition of the new factor. The beta coefficient expresses the regres­
sion coefficient in terms of its 0\\'11 standard deviation, thereby making the 
uni t in \\'hich each va able is expressed comparable. See Ezekiel, !'lordecai 
and Karl A. Fox, Methods of Correlation and ion Anal (New York: 
John Wiley &Sons, 
**SP did not add sufficiently to the explained variance to a11O\\I it 
to remain in the equation. Also, there \,'as little signi cant difference :in 
the distance variable, so it also did not add to the explained variance. 
***Neither DIST nor SPAY entered the equation because the sample is pri­
marily from the same area. 
Sale Price 
SP is the most important variable in the initial year, rough1)' equal 
to PDIF after one year's lag. SP does not enter the equation after two years' 
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lag, SS but \vas the most important variable in the three-year lag sample. Al­
though the simpl e correlation between AVSP and SP is significantly negative 
for each sample (see Table XX), the beta coefficients arc positive (see Ta­
ble XXI), indicating that if the other variables arc held constant, as SP in­
creases AVSP also increases. Also, there is a tendency for the beta coeffi­
cient to decline (and possibly become negative) as the time lag is introduced. 
This suggests that value appreciation for higher-value properties is greater 
and, consequently, eliminates the initial positive relationship between AVSP 
and SP (all other things being equal). 
It may be that this initial positive relationship is due primarily to 
the tendency to initially assess newer, suburban properties closer to market 
value (correlation of AGE and SP indicates a strong tendency for SP to in­
crease as AGE declines). To a certain extent, then, because of the similarity 
and newness of construction of suburban housing, it may be relatively easy to 
assess these properties. In addition, it may be that assessors, realizing 
that suburban properties tend to appreciate more rapidly than older central 
city housing during the reappraisal lag, tend to assess these properties at 
a higher proportion of market value. 
In reality, however,' all things are not equal and the significant 
negative correlation bet1'Jc('n AVSP and SP clearly indicates the tendency for 
AVSP to decline as SP increases. 
Sale Price of I Section (SPAV)
--..--------- -------_._-'"'---~--~-----------
The SPAV variable is the second most important explanatory variable 
-.--------
SSSee Table XXI for additional explanation. 
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in the initial year and the third important variable after one-year's lag. 
As discussed c(!]'lier. however. because of data limitatjons of the two-year 
and three-yc::nr lag samples. SPAY has less significance for the two-year lag 
and is not inc] udGcl in the three-year lag. UnUke SP. the sign attached to 
SP1\V is neg8tive, po out that. all other things being equal. as SPAY 
increases AVSP declilles. Thj s is the result to be expected because a simple 
correlation hcth'een AVSP and SPAY is significantly negative (see Table XX). 
As with sr. as the time lag is introduced, the explanatory power of the vari­
able SPAY declines. 
'rhe SPAY vaTiable is primarily intended to reveal neighborhood effects. 
In other won]s. as the average value of housing in any neighborhood increases. 
the posit effects of the neighborhood should transfer to all hous in 
the inm~diate area by increasing the market value of housing ffild, therefore, 
contributing to a lower AVSP ratio. !lOlvever. it appears that the significant 
intercorn:clation of SPAY and SP and SPAY and AGE (age of house) limit the 
ability to intc:rpret the variable. A positive correlation exists betlvcen SP 
and SPAY. suggesting that higher-value housing tends to be grouped into spe­
cific nejghhorhoods, as would he expected. It points out that inequities 
which result from the general lower-level of assessment of hjgher-value hous­
ing tends to be concentrated in specific neighhorhoods. Also. the negative 
correlation between SPAY and AGE s. as is also expected, that the in­
equities tend to discriminate against owners of older housing ann, thel'efore, 
in favor of owners of newer housing. 1110 importance of SPAY) or the neigh­
borhood effects from living in a favorable, higher-value area, :ls fm~ther 
suggested by the increasing negative correlation of AVSP and SPAY over the 
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reappraisal I (increases from -.28 to -.37 after a th'o-year lag - see Ta­
ble XX). 
Percenta Difference Betweml SP and SPAY 
As Table XXI points out, the POlF variable is the third most important 
variable in the initial year (ranking very close to both SP and SPAY) and the 
most important variable after a one-year lag. Because of sample limitations, 
it is not clear whether any significance can be attached to PDlF in the two­
year and three-yoar lag. 
The beta coefficient is negative, meaning that all other things being 
equal, as the difference bet\\'een the value of anyone house varies from the 
SPAY of the area, there is a tendency to jnitially underassess that house. 
As the reappraisal lag is introduced, however, as with tho other variables, 
the explanatory power of POlF declines. The negative sign of the PDlF beta 
coefficient is to be expected, since a simple correlation of AVSP and PDIF is 
significantly negative for each regression (see Table XX). 
Unfortunate ly, the POlF variable does not differentiate between hous­
ing which is below SPAY and housing \~hich is above SPAY. A variable which 
would indicate this would bo an important additional variable suggesting 
neighborhood effects. TIle POlP variable, as used in these regression analy­
ses, hOlvever, merely indicates that there is a tendency to initially under­
assess housing \.;hich differs from the average vClllle of housing in the neigh­
borhood. It is included primarily to suggest that assessors have morc diffi­
culty in assessing hous which deviates from the neighborhood average. A 
morc cletai led analysis is necessary +.0 determine whether 10l\cr-value housing 
\" \[\1 
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tends to be underassessed in high SPAY areas, if higher-value housing is more 
tmderassessed in 101\' SPAY areas than in high SPAY areas, etc. 
Age of llousing (AGE) 
AGE is the fourth most important variable in both the initial year re­
gression and the one-year lag regres:;ion. The variable appears to be only 
more important than DIST (distance from center of city). As "i th the other 
variables, its importance declines as the lag is introduced. The sign asso­
ciated with the AGE beta coefficient is negative. TIlis suggests that, if the 
other variables are held constant, as age of housing increases, AVSP declines. 
Because a low positive simple correlation between AVSP and AGE exist for the 
initial year and one-year lag regressions (as AGE increases, AVSP increases) 
the negative beta coefficients would normally not be expected. Howevel', al­
though there is a significant negative correlation between AGE and SP (as AGE 
increases. SP declines), the existence of older neighborhoods with very high­
value housing in expensive areas of the city would lead one to expect a nega­
tive beta coefficient. 
More importantly. however, the significant negative correlation be­
tween AGE and SP and AGE and SPAY suggests that the inequity effects of dif­
ferential levels of assessment discriminates against older housing. Further, 
due to the tendency for neiglJborhoods to contain housing of similar vintage, 
this concentrates the effect wi thin specific, old neighborhoods. Therefore. 
while the neighborhood effects of SPAY favorably affect nelVer) higher-value 
housing) it also unfavorably affects older, lower-value housing. 
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Distance from Center of 
DIST is the least important variable for both the initial year and 
the one-year lag regressions. Because of data limitations, it does not enter 
in either the two-year or three-year lag regressions. As expected, the sign 
of the beta coefficient is negative in each case, although it also declines 
in importance after a one-year lag. 
A simple correlation between AVSP and DIST is low but negative. There­
fore, as distance from the central portion of the city declines, the AVSP ra­
tio increases, also suggesting the tendency to assess housing within the cen­
tral city more heavily. 
In general, then, it may be concluded that (1) although the variables 
included in the multiple regression anal)'sis initially explains 67 percent of 
the variance in the assessed v81ue - sale price ratio, these variables assume 
less importance as the reappraisal lag is introduced; (2) both the initial 
level of assessment and the reappraisal lag discriminate against owners of 
lower-value housing and in favor of owners of higher-value housing. This 
merely reconfirms the conclusion of the simple regression analysis of the 
previous section. lile unexpected positive sign of the sale price (SP) beta 
coefficient suggests that if the other variables are held constant, as sale 
price increases the ratio of assessed value to sale price increases. However, 
in terms of the income distribution effects, all other things arc not equal 
and the simple correlation bet\Vecn the assessed value - sale price ratio and 
sale price is distinctly negative; (3) sale price (SP), average sale price 
of housing in the neighborhood (SPAV), and the percentage difference between 
sale price and the average sale price of housing in the neighborhood (PDIF) 
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are the more important anatory varjables. Age of housing (AGE) and dis 
tance from the center of the city (mST) assume less importance; (4) also, 
the initial level of assessment and the reappraisal lag discriminate in favor 
of neighborhoods with high average value hOlls Further, due to the posi­
ti ve neighborhood effects of the high avernge value areas ,the time lag in re­
appraisal worsens the distributional effects of the lag; (5) there also appears 
to be a tendency for assessment practices to discTiminate in favor of housing 
which differs from the average value of housing in the neighborhood; (6) as 
expected, the initial level of assessment and the reappraisal lag tend to 
discriminate against older housing; and (7) there a tendency to assess 
housing nearer the central portion of the city more heavily. 
paliUAi~U SIATE UNiVERSITY UBRBY 

CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSIONS A!\U RECOrvIT,JENDATIONS 
Recent, belated concern for urban-related problems has spurred a re­
newed interest in the property tax. Consequently, it has been subjected to 
an increasingly severe barrage of criticism. While this p8per adds an addi­
tional mark of criticism, its emphasis has been primarily on developing some 
understanding of one seldom-mentioned aspect of the property tax \)'hich has 
received 1 tie cons:istent analysis -- the reappraisal lag. The initial 
assessment level pattern and the impact of the lag on this pattern are analyzed. 
The general conclusions of the paper are as fo 11 OIvS : 
1. Data limitations of the samples utilized in the study must be 
stressed. Because of the shape of maintenance districts in Multnomah County, 
it was not possible to include the same range of variables and number of ob­
servations in each sample. As turned out, the two best regressions are 
the initial level of assessment and the one-year lag equations. Also, because 
income stat cs are not available, it was necessary to assume that FHA data 
for 1966 national housing sales accurately represents value of house/income 
ratios for Multnomah County. As local value of house/income ratios vary from 
FIlA statistics, estimates of tax burden relationships are somewhat modified. 
Further, because of data limitations, regressions were performed for 
only the initial level of assessment, a one-, two-, and three-year lag. Mult­
nomah County currently operates on a five-year appraisal cycle. Other COUJl­
ties in Oregon are required by State law to reappraise each property only 
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every six years. Consequently> although distributional effects of a fi ve­
year reappraisal lag are estimated, for some areas the total impac1 may be an 
underestimate. 
It was also necessary to assume that no changes 1n income occur dur­
ing the lag. l\11ile it is not clear hOI\ this assumption alters the conclusions, 
evidence from data developed by the Oregon State Tax Commission suggests an 
increase in income inequality during the last four years. This would increase 
the regressivity more than indicated in data developed by Carlson. Also, al­
though not included in the income concept used in our estimates, if changes 
in value of assets is included in the income definition, during periods of 
rising asset values regressivity would be statistically increased. This is 
due to the fact that assets as a proportion of income increase as income in­
creases. 
2. Available evidence from published Federal, State and County sta­
tistics indicates that lower-value housing tends to be overassessed, while 
higher-value housing is underassessed. 111is is suggested by the Bureau of 
Census' price related differential of assessment ratios fa l' the State of Ore­
gon as a ,,,hole, and by the significantly higher proportion of urban than sub­
urban residential property in the Portland metropolitan area which is over­
assessed. None of the available data, however, indicate why this is the case. 
3. The validity of the thesis that both the initial assessment pat­
tern and the impact of the reappraisal lag on this pattern operate to increase 
the burden of the property tax on owners of lower-value housing, while redu­
cing the burden of the tax on owners of higher-value housing hinges on several 
critical variables: the value of house/income ratios, differential rates of 
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increase in value of housing, variance in the distribution of market values, 
the length of the appraisal cycle, the total amount of underassessment in any 
one year in relation to the total tax levy (and, therefore, the amount of re­
duction in the tax rate, assuming a constant tax levy), and the amount of un­
derassessment that can be eliminated. The value of house-income ratios arc 
especially important because a smaller percent increase in the value of pro 
perty is necessary for lower-value housing than is the case for higher-value 
housing in order to maintain the same burden relationship. For owners of 
housing which is overassessed, tax burden can only decline !<lith elimination 
of the lag. 
4. Evidence developed in this paper strongly supports the thesis 
that the initial assessment patteTn and the reappraisal lag redistribute in­
come from ol-.'ners of 10h'er-value housing to owners of higher-value housing. 
However, the distributional effects of the lag and the initial assessment 
pat tern are complicated by both the tax rate effect and the fact that it is 
not possible to apply differential tax rates based on class of property ­
1. e., business versus residential property. Under the assumption that redis­
tribution of tax burdens occurs only within single-family hous , if assess­
ment level differentials are eliminated, it is estimated that on the average 
OImers of housing valued below $14,695 vwuld experience a decline in tax 
burdens !;,hile OImers of housing valued above this amount would experience an 
increase in tax burdens. Given the more realistic assumption that redistri 
bution would include business property, on thl] average 0\\11e1'S of housing be­
101'" $10,260 Hould experience decreases in tax burdens, whj Ie owners of hous­
ing above this amount \;,ould experience increases in tax burdens. At the same 
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time, this latter assumption h'ould result in a shift of tax burden from busi­
ness property to single-family housing. 
5. Given the more realistic assumption, OIl'l1ers of housing above 
$10,260 currently benefit from the existence of the lag and, therefore, will 
experience an increase in tax burden if the lag is eliminated. Since the in­
come estimate for owners of housing valued in this range is approximately 
$2,500, tax burdens will increase for households \'lith very ION incomes and 
high tax burdens. 
6. In terms of the property tax, tax burden, which is generally de­
fined as the tax bill as a proportion of income, is a function of several 
variables: the value of house/income ratio, the assessed value as a propor­
tion of market value, tax rate, and the amount of tax recouped through the 
Federal deductions for the property tax and mortgage interest payments. There­
fore, while the initial assessment pattern and the 1 ag in appraisal arc the 
determinants of the assessed value - sale price ratio and, therefore, signi­
ficant ly affect tax burden, tax rate differentials and amount of tax recouped 
through Federal deduct ions al so affect tax burden. Importantly, tax rate dif­
ferentials and the amount of tax recouped modify the impact of eliminating 
the gap between assessed value and market value of housing. While it is not 
clear hO\, tax rate differentials modify the analysis, because of the higher 
marginal Federal Income Tax rates identified with higher-income home owners, 
the distributional impact of eliminating the initial assessment level and the 
lag on higher-income persons \I/ill be lessened. 
7. Unexpectedly, Nhen viC\'ied over a five-year appraisal cycle, the 

initial differential level of assessment by value of housing in Multnomah 
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County involves income distribution effects equal to or greater than that 
created by the reappraisal lag. Thus it should be pointed out, then, that 
al though efforts to eliminate the lag \vould significantly reduce inequities 
resulting from value changes over the lag, additional efforts would be required 
to eliminate appraisal-induced inequities. For purposes of simplification, 
estimates of the value of housing which would experience no change in the 
tax bill assume that the assessment level for all housing can be maintained 
at 100 percent of market value. 
S. The income distribution effects of the reappraisal lag undoubtedly 
assume more importance if the area of analysis is extended beyond Multnomah 
County to incluue the more rapidly grOidng suburban counties. A detailed 
study would probably find that within this larger area the reappraisal lag is 
the more significant contributor to inequities resulting from disparities be­
tween assessed value mId market value. 
9. While the analysis of this paper is necessarily limited to the 
income distribution effects of the initial assessment level and the reapprai­
sal lag on s there is Iittle doubt that an analysis Nhich 
included other property categories Nould reveal further inequity resulting 
from different:i al assessed value - sale price ratios. For example, commer­
cial and industrial property is not only particularly difficult to assess due 
to the lack of significant market data and the uniqueness of structures, but 
these properties are also subject to a different set of market influences af­
fecting changes in value over a reappraisal lag. 
Because any effort to eliminate the reapprai sal lag is dependent up­
on market data, the uniqueness of these properties and the infrequency of 
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sales means that approximately one-third or more of the property value in any 
county is not subj ect to accurate assessment. In the past thi s has meant 
that commercial and industrial property tends to be underassessed. 
Therefore, if it becomes possible through computerization of market 
data and regression analyses to annually reappraise single-family housing, 
while commercial and industrial property remains on the same level of assess 
ment, there will be a shift in burden from commercial and industrial proper­
ties to single-family housing. 
10. For any single property parcel the total tax rate is the sum of 
the separate tax rates levied by special districts, authorities and other 
uni ts of government authorized to levy a property tax wi thin the area in \\'hich 
the property falls. Given the proliferation of such taxing districts and gi 
ven the differences in assessed value per person in these areas, a wide range 
of tax rates exists not only within the metropolitan area, but also \'Ii thin 
individual counties. Therefore, in order to eliminate inequities not only 
within each county, but also bet\'Ieen counties, it would be desirable to es­
tablish a single tax rate throughout the metropolitan area. If areas which 
presently have low tax rates are also areas which are experiencing rapid in­
creases in property values, elimination of the reappraisal lag may result in 
even 10\\'01' tax rates for these areas because of the resulting higher assessed 
valuation. 
11. Because there is an obvious tendency for similar property tax 
burdens to be concentrated within specific neighborhoods (that ,housing 
within anyone neighborhood tends to be near the same age and value, and sub­
ject to the same neighborhood effects), housing \'Iithin a given neighborhood 
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is also prOlle to the same inltial level of assessment and reappraisal lag in­
fluences. 
This fact is extremely jmportant in areas of 10\I'-value housing. Data 
suggest that, not only are these very low-value houses initially overassessed, 
but that after only a one-year reappraisal lag, depreciation seems to have 
caused these properties to become relatively more overassessed. 56 Insofar as 
the property tax raises the cost of housing, putting a significant part of 
the existing housing market beyond the reach of 10\v-income groups, and dis­
couraging investment in housing, by raising the property tax above what it 
would be otherwise, both the initial level of assessment and the reappraisal 
lag add to this problem. 57 
12. The five explanatory variables included in the multiple linear 
regression analyses (sale price, average sale price of housing in the neigh­
borhood, the percentage difference between sale price and average sale price 
of housing in the neighborhood, age of house, and distance from the center of 
56Another study supports the conclusions of this paper. Raymond Rich­
man found that in Pittsburgh the slum wards, which are the oldest wards in 
the City, in 1958, 1959 and 1960 all \'iere assessed at a higher fraction of 
market value (sale price) than the City average. See Raymond Richman, !fReal 
Estate Tax Reform as a Solution to Urban Problems," Hearings Before the Na­
tiona] Commission on Urban Problems, Vol. I, May-June, 1967: Baltimore, Nelli 
Haven, Boston, Pittsburgh:--(\\,ashington: Government Printing Office, 1968), 
pp. 343-52. 
Also, evidence from Multnomah County sales in 1969 support this con­
clusion. These data aTe yet unpublished and l",ill go to make up the 1970 ra­
tio study. 
57It is thought by some that if heavier emphasis were placed on land 
values (as opposed to the total value of the property» slum properties would 
be forced to move to some higher economic use. This is often considered in 
terms of slum roul tiple-family housing and their profj tability for slum land­
lords. For single-family housing) it is clear that any thought given to in­
creasing the burden of t.he property tux on owners of slum housing is absurd 
economic logic. 
I 
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the City) are not sufficient to explain the assessed value - sale price ratio 
(AVSP) over the reappraisal lag. 
Also, \'!hile as a group the independent variables are strategic in ex­
p1aining the ratio, because of the significant intercorrelation of the inde­
pendent variables, it is impossible to indicate the extent each variable con­
tributes to the cxpl ained variance of the dependent variable. \~11i1e the re­
liability of the partial correlation coefficients is significantly reduced 
by the intercorrelation, it appears that the independent variables which as­
sume the most importance in the regressions are sale price, average sale price 
of housing in the neighborhood, and percentage difference between sale price 
and the average sale price of housing in the neighborhood. Age of house and 
distance from the center of the Cit)' appear to assume the least importance. 
Also, although the six-variable multiple regression explains 67 per­
cent of the variance in the ratio at the time of appraisal (no lag), the de­
cline in the explained variance as the appraisal lag is introduced jndic.ates 
that the problem of explaining and predicting market value of individual 
houses is much more complex. 
I 
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TABLE XXII 
RIA STATISTICS 0:.1 1966 VALUE OF 1I0USE/INCO!'-lE RATIOS* 
(Sale Price) 
Value of House 
Income Of Value of House/ 
Income Ratio 
10,497 2,400"* 4.37 
12,203 4,200 2.90 
13,646 5,400 2.53 
15,093 6,600 2.29 
16,551 7,800 2 .12 
17,731 9,000 1.97 
18,918 10,200 1.85 
20,015 11 ,400 1.76 
21,562 12,600 1. 71 
22,345 13,800 1.62 
23,991 18,000 1.33 
Source: 	 U.S. Department of !lousing and Urban Development, Statistical Year­
book 1966 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 
*Note FHA statistics for ]966 may not represent normal H/Y pattern due 
to unusually high interest rates during this period. 
**For monthly income of less than $300, $200 was arbitrarily selected 
as average. For $1,200 per month and over $1,500 was arbitrarily selected as 
an average. For all others, the mid point for the income range was selected 
(e. g., if $400 to $499 per month was given, $450 per month \vas chosen as an 
average). 
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Information Inc] ulted in the ~lul tnomah 1969 Ratio 
Each sale included in the Mul tnomah County 1969 RatJ 0 includes 
the following information: type of un1 t (single-family J mul tiple- ly, in­
dustrial or commercial); zoning chara stics; type of sale (deed, contract, 
or unqualified sale); date of sale; sale price; year appraised; appraiser's 
personal number; valuation for tax purposes (approximate land valuation, im­
provement valuation, and total assessed valuation); and the ratio of assessed 
value to sale price. In addition, although not specifically included in the 
ratio study, information 011 the tax bill and tax rate for each property sold 
within Multnomah County is available on file in the County's computer or from 
the individual property file records. 
TABLE XXIII 
SUt-iMARY INPORHI\TION ON SAMPLES USED IN REGRESSION 
Information Dist. 1 Dist. 2 Dist. 4 Dist. 5 
Year of Last 
Appraisal 
~Iarter Sections 
1967-68 
2630 
1968-69 
2730 
1964-65 1965-66 
3633 
1966-67 
3625 
2533 2644 3733 3723 
2531 2744 3227 
2632 2845 3228 
2633 2731 
2634 2734 
Sample Size 
-----------­
163 134 
---.-----­
45 62 
*No sample size is included from District 3 because of the severe data 
limitations encountered in obtaining data from this maintenance district. 
APPENDIX C 
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TABLE XXIV 
URBA.t\I AND SUBURRAJ'-1 ASSESSED VALUE-SALE PRICE RATIOS BY 1v1AINTENANCE 

DISTRICTS, HULTNOlvlNI COUNTY, OREGON, 1968 

District 1 District 2 Dis tri ct 3 District 4 District 5 
Property Class (1967-68)* (1968-69) (1964 65) (1965-66) (1966-67) 
.~-.-~-----.-~--...---­
Urban Residential 
Ari thmetic 1,lean 97.7 99.3 92.5 93.8 99.3 
Weighted Mean 96.2 97.8 89.9 92.6 93.8 
Median 95.4 98.7 89.8 92.2 95.9 
Suburban Residential 
Arithmetic Mean 97.6 101.1 98.7 92.5 100.2 
Weighted Mean 95.5 99.8 94.6 90.9 94.2 
Median 96.4 99.6 94.0 90.4 98.9 
.----..----.~----,-.-. 
Source: 	 Multnomah County, Oregon, 1969 Ratio Study, Ratio Subsection, (Unpub­
lished data from Sales Ratio-I5ivision~~Multnomah County Assessors' 
Office, 1969). 
Weighted Mean = Total Assessment 
Tot~l Sale Price 
Arithmetic Mean = Total Ratios 
Nunlber-Qf-Sales 
*Date givcn is the date of last appraisal. 
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TABLE XXV 
URBAN AND SUBURBAJ'i! ASSESSED VALUE - SALE PRICE RATIOS 
1967-1969, MULTNO~1AH COUNTY, OREGON 
Date Urban Suburban 
1967 95.6 94.S 
1968 95.1 94.6 
1969 95.6 97.9 
---_._--­
Source: f>.lultnomah County, Oregon, 1969 Ratio Study J Ratio Subsection, (Unpub­
lished data from Sales Ratio Division, Mu1tnomah County Assessors' 
Officc, 1969). 
TABLE XXVI 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF ASSESSED VALUE - SALE PRICE 

RATIOS FOR URBAN AND SUBURBAN RESIDENTIAL 

PROPERTY, MULTNOf>.IAB COUNTY J OREGON, 

1968 SALES, 1969 ASSESSMENTS 
Frequcncy of Real Property Ratios 
Total 
Property Class 20* 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 Sales 
Urban Residential 3 2 18 823 1,624 223 76 14 9 1 2,793 
Suburban 
Residential 3 6 307 1,412 145 38 15 4 2 1,932 
-------­
Source: f>.Iultnomah County, Oregon, 1969 Ratio Study, Ratio Subsection, (Unpub­
lished data from Sales 
Office, 19(9). 
Ratio- DivISion, ~iuftnomah County Assessors' 
*TIlC frequency 
range is from fifty to 
is by a 
seventy. 
range of hJenty. For example, sixty means the 
I 
! I 
i 
I I 
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TABLE XXVII 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION or ASSESSED VALUE - SALE 
RATIOS FOR URBAl"J AND SUBURBAN RESIDENTIAL 
PROPERTY, MULTNO~lAH COUNTY, OREGON 
1967 SALES, 1967 ASSESSMENTS 
PRICE 
Property 
Class 20 40 60 
Frequency of Real Property Ratios 
80 100 120 140 ]60 180 200 220 240 
'Total 
Sales 
Urban 
Residential 1 16 579 1,196 156 33 21 6 2 2,010 
Suburban 
Res ic1en tial 9 367 795 48 8 6 1 2 1,236 
Source: Multnomah County, Oregon, Ratio Study 1968, Sales Data Ratio Sheet 
Summary, (Unpub Ii shed uata from Sales Ratio Division, r,lul tnomah County 
Assessors' Office, 1968). 
---------- ------
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TABLE XXVII I 
ASSESSED VALUE - SALE PRICE RATIOS FOR ~llJLTNOW"I, CLACKAlljAS 

AND WASIlINGTO); COUNTIES, TOTAL SALES IN SAHPLE, 

SALES WITiI RATIO OF 110+, AVERAGE 

DEVIATION, fu,\D COEFFICIENT Or: 

DISPERSION, 1967 SALES ­
1967 ASSESSMENTS 

Total Percent OfSales Total Sales Sales WithIn With AV/SP Average Coefficient AV/SP 110 _~ounty 	~_. Sample 110 and over Deviation__O_f_Dispers_i_o_n~_a_nd over 
Mu1tnomah 
Total 3,246 283 8.7 
Urban 2,0]0 218 9.5 9.8 10.8 
Suburban 1,236 65 7.7 8.1 5.3 
Clackamas 
Total 805 79 9.8 
Urban 460 54 9.0 9.1 11. 7 
Suburban 345 25 9.5 10.0 	 7.2 
Washington 
Total 1,451 43 3.0 
Urban 532 14 7.8 8.4 2.6 
Suburban 919 29 7.8 8.4 1.5 
Ii, 
-.. -----------­
Source: 	 Derived from data in Oregon State Tax Commission, Ratio Study 1968 
Loca!..ly ~~s.~_s:<;.~.i.J'rop~rtr, (Salem: State of Oregon, 1969) ,--Sections ii' 
4, 27 and 3':;. Ii' 
I 
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Urban Residential 11,563 9,823 22,306 10,381 23,154 
Urban Multiple Housing 3,625 2,736 9,449 2,352 5,973 
Suburban Residential 13,506 18,518 3,619 3,260 899 
Suburban jljultip1c Housing 565 656 35 44 9 
---_. 
Source: Mu] tnomah Count)', Oregon, 1969 Ratio Study, Ratio Subsection, (Unpub­
lished data from Sales Ratio Divisiori~uftnomah County Assessors I 
Office, 1969). 
TABLE XXX 
ESTIMATED TRUE CASII VALUE BY URBAN, SUBURBAN PROPERTY CLASS, 

1968 SALES, 1967 ASSESSf\lENTS, f\IULTNOMAl I COUNTY, OREGON 

Number Of Estimated 
Class Accounts True Cash Value 
Urban Residential 77,227 $1,299,696,125 
Suburban Residential 39,802 569,310,363 
._----_._----­
Source: l\lu1tnomah County, Oregon, 1969 R8tio Study, Ratio Subsection, (Unpub­
lished data from Sales RatloDivisior1:-nGTtnomah County Assessors I 
Office, 1969), 
TABLE XXIX 
NUMBER OF ACCOUNTS BY PROPERTY CLASS A1\)/) BY MAINTENANCE DISTInCT 
1968 SALES, 1969 ASSESSi'iENTS, j\lULTNOW\II COUNTY, OREGON 
Class Dist. 1 Dist. 2 Dist. 3 l)ist. 4 Dist. 5 
I 
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TABLE XXXI 
HISTORICAL RATIO OF ASSESSED VALUE TO SALE PRICE, 1959-1967, 

t-iULTNO:\lAH, WASHINGTON AND CLACKAJ\IAS COUNTIES, 

URBAN Al\.JD SUBURBAN RESIDENTIAI/: 

Hu1tnomah Washington C1ackanws 
Urban Urban Suburban
-_..__.._-_ .._--_._--------_._-_._._--_.__...­
Suburban Urban Suburban
._-----­
1959 87.0 90.3 80.7 78.7 91. 0 90.0 
1960 81. 0 87.3 92.0 90.0 
1961 94.4 102.7 97.6 98.4 93.6 94.8 
1962 88.5 99.0 93.6 95.2 92.4 94.0 
1963 97.0 105.2 97.6 96.0 94.8 97.6 
1964 97.8 102.8 97.6 97.2 93.2 95.6 
1965 90.0 94.6 96.8 96.8 93.2 94.0 
1966 95.6 94.8 95.6 96.0 94.8 95.6 
1967 96.9 95.1 93.3 92.8 98.6 95.0 
----------_._---.._---------- _..._------------­
Source: 	 Oregon State Tax Commjssion, Ratio Study 1968 Locally Assessed Pro­
perty, Sections 26, 34, and 3-;CSa1cm:--State of Oregon, 1969)-.-­
*Data were computed for this table by setting the ratio for each year 
equal to 100 percent (100/posted rado for follow-ing year x ratio of AV/01V 
e.g., 1967 posted ratio::: 25 percent = 100/24 = 4 x 1966 AV/~lV ::; 4 x 23.9 
95.6). 
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TABLE XXXII 
COEFFICIE~T OF DISPERSlON FOR SALES RII.TIOS, URBAN fu"lD SUBlIRBA.~ 
1967 SALES, 1967 ASSESSr.lENTS, MULTNOrlAH COUNTY, OREGON 
Average Aver?ge Coefficient No. Of 
Class Ratio Deviation Of D1 ion So.10s* 
------~--~,-----------------------~---------.----------------
Urban Residential 96.9 9.5 9.8 2,010 
Urban Land On ly 82.8 27.4 33.1 79 
Suburban Residential 95.1 7.7 8. 1 1,236 
Suburban Land On ly 78.1 26.5 33.9 62 
---------------------------------_.------­
Source: Oregon State Tax Commission, Ratio Study 1968 Locally Assessed Pro 
pertY.'., 26, (Salem: State of Oregon, 19-69) .-­
*Total number of sales in Multnomah County sample'" 3,907. 
-----
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TABLE XXXII I 
MEASURABLE SALES OF ORIJINARY REAL ESTATE DURING A 6-~iONTH PERIOD J BY 
TYPE OF PROPERTY J 1966 - OREGON AND SMSA PORTION* 
Percentage Ratio of Assessed Value To 
Sale Price of Sold Properties 
Simple Sales Based Average ** 
Item State-Wide SHSA Portion 
All Types of Property 20.2 20.4 
Residential 21. 7 21.7 
Acreage and Farms 14.1 14.9 
Vacant Lots 14.6 12.8 
Commercial and Industrial 19.5 20.4 
Source: 	 U.S. Bureau of the Census, Taxable Property Values, 1967 Census of 
Governments, (Washington: GovernmentPrirlting OffJce, 1968), p. 46, 
Table 9. 
*Excludes transfers of new single-family houses not previous ly occu­
pied. 
**Equal to 	Total Assessed Value of Sold!,rc:~~ty 

Sum of Sales PTices of Sold Properties 

-----------------------
iii 
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TABLE XXXIV 
PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF GROSS ASSESSED VALUE OF LOCALLY ASSESSED 

PROPERTY, BY TYPE J 1966 -- OREGON AND SI'1SA PORTION 

Single­ COlllmercial and 

Residential Family Industrial 

Non-Farm Houses Acreage Vacant 

Area Total Total On 
 Fal'ms Lots Total Comm. Indust. Other 
~------
Oregon 100.0 53.0 49.6 22.0 1.7 22.9 13.3 9.6 0.4 
SMSA 
Portion 100.0 62.0 57.6 11. 7 1.7 23.9 16.3 7.6 0.4 
Source: 	 U.S. Bureau of the Census, Taxable Property Values, 1967 Census of 
Governmen ts J (Washington: Govel:nmenT-t>rin fill-g0ffi ce J 1968) J p. 36 J 
Table 5. 
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TABLE XXXV 
STATISTICS ON REAL PROPERTY ASSESS~lENTS AND ON MEASURABLE SALES OF 
NON-FAR~l HOUSES DURING A 6-MONTII PERIOD, 1966, MULTNOMAII, 
WASHINGTON, AI'JD CLACKA!',lAS COUNTIES 
Port land Portland 
PaTt Of Part Of 
Clackamas C1 ackamas ~ilul tnomah Multnomah
________ < __ o< ____~~ <_ 
Non Farm Single­
Family Houses 
Number 	 34,764 5,208 146,448 104,328 26,208 
Gross Assessed 
Value ex 1,000) 118,915 414,927 274,063 91,635 
Average Assessed 
Value 3,421 2,833 2,627 3,496 
Measurable Sales Of 
Non-Farm Single­
Family Hous ing Dur­
ing 6 mo. Period 
Number 	 469 2,156 1,470 686 
Gross Assessed 

Value of Houses 

Sold ex 1,000) 

Total 	 1,534 5,898 3,874 2,641 
3,851Average 3,272 	 2,736 
Indicated Approximate 
Market Value Of All 
Non-Farm Houses 
Assessed ex million) 
Total 	 561 1,921 1,275 417 
Average Per 
Property 16,100 13,100 12,200 15,900 
Source: 	 U.S. Bureau of the Census, Taxable Property Values, 1967 Census of 
Governments, (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1968), pp. 
138-9, Table 19. 
I 
I 
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TABLE XXXVI 
DERIVATION OF PRESJ:NT VALUE ESTD:A.TES OF TAXES NOT PAID DURING A 

FI VE- YEAR APPRAISAL CYCLE, MULTNOMAH COUNTY, OREGON* 

Total 

Present 

Value 

Value Of Initial 5-Year 
Hous Year 1 Year 2 YeaI' 3 Year 4 Year Ie 
$ 5,000 -11. 22 -15.11 -14.30 -13.57 -12.81 -67.01 
7,370 0 0 0 0 0 0 
15,000 37.11 56.74 74.27 90.02 103.41 361.55 
20,000 61.20 83.12 102.69 120.27 135.07 502.35 
30,000 109.50 135.76 159.21 180.27 197.71 782.45 
40,000 126.00 168.50 206.46 240.55 269.18 1010.69 
---~--~- .------. --------_., 
*The estimates are based upon: (1) a 6 percent rate of interest, (2) 
the assumption that the amount of underassessment due to the reapprais~11 lag 
is evenly distributed over the cycle, (3) the assumption that housing that ex­
perienced depreciation over the first year lag (below $7,370) did not exper­
ience any further value depreciation J (4) the assumption that the fourth year 
lag (only three were tested by regression analysis) was equivalent to the 
average of the other three, and (5) the tax rate for Multnomah County was 3 ii !! Ipercent. 
Ii 
liTABLE XXXVI I 
Ii 
CORRELATION COEHICIENTS SPAV AND OTHER VARIABLES II ' 
I'I\'I. 
" 
tlNo Lag .8072 -.9024 .8953 .1523 I: 
II 
1 Year .7760 -.5084 .2283 .2429 I' 
2 Year .5007 .2703 I 
3 Year I 
' 
' 
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TABLE XXXVIII 
! 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS DIST AND OTHER VARIABLES 
SP AGE SPAV ! II iPDIF 
No Lag 
.7433 
-.9403 
.8953 
.1617 
1 Year 
.1108 
.1447 
.2283 
.1626 
2 Year 
-.5007 
-.2703 I I 
3 Year I I' 
; .! 
I I
----- --------.----.--------.~---------------- ------­
: ! 
TABLE XXXIX 
;: ICORRELATION COEFFICIENTS PDIF AND OTHER VARIABLES 
I , 
i , 
I ji'SPAV DIST 
No Lag 
.6666 
-.2215 
.1523 
.1607 
1 Year 
.7626 
-.4037 
.2429 
.1626 
2 Year 
.8453 
-.4701 
3 Year 
-.6193 
TABLE XL 
CORRELATION COEFFICENTS SP AND OTHER VARIABLES 
ion 
No Lag 
1 Year 
2 Year 
3 Year 
AGE 
-.7881 
-.5783 
-.2586 
-.6202 
.8072 
.7760 
.5007 
or 
.7433 
.1108 
-.5007 
.6666 
.7626 
.8453 
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TABLE XLI 
CORRELATION COErFICIEKTS AGE AKD OTHER VARIABLES 
ion SP SPAY D1ST pnrF 
No Lag -.7881 -.9024 -.9403 -.2215 

1 Year -.5783 .5084 .1447 -.4037 

2 Year -.2586 .2703 -.2703 -.4701 

3 Year -.6202 ----- .... ------ -.6193 

.-,--~.-.----~------------~-----~---~ 
TABLE XLII 
MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSIONS EQUATIONS 
Y A X X X X X 
1 2 3 4 5 I 
AVSr Constant rOlF SP AGE SPAY DIST I "~I 
'I' 
I ~ 
,INo Lag AVSP 165.321 -1.2353 .0055 - .7228 -.0076 -.1417 
,I 
1 Year AVSP 170.969 -1.1629 .0064 -.3684 -.0092 -.4054 
2 Year AVSP 103.5576 .1140 ------ .2968 -.0004 -----­
3 Year AVSP 247.0325 1.3026 -.0058 -.7058 -----­
-~-----~.--------------~.~. 
-------------------___ 11..J....._........-...J.....i..11 
Ii 
r, 
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ITABLE XLII I 
ESTIMATED DISTRIBUTION OF SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSES BY VALUE IRANGE, ~IULTNmIAII COUNTY, OREGON, 1968 !I 
Estimate of the II Total Percent of Total of IiousesValue Sa Total Sales II 
ii$ o - $ 4,999 406 
.0443 5,184 
!I il5,000 - 7,499 863 
.0943 11,035 

7,500 - 9,999 1,186 
 !I
.1296 15,167 

10,000 - 12,499 1,377 
.1504 
 !I17,601 
12,500 - 14,999 1,719 
.1878 21,978 
11 
15,000 - 17,499 1,326 
.1449 16,958 [I 
il17,500 - 19,999 737 
.0805 9,421 
II20,000 - 24,999 785 
.0857 10,029 

25,000 and over 
 752 
.0821 9,608 II
.• !i 
Total 9,151 1. 0000 117,029* !: I 
_... _-------- . I i! 
Source: This table is derived from a special computer printout of all proper­ : II 
ty sal es occurring wi th Hultnomah County during 1968. l'-1ultnomah 
County maintains records on computer file of all sales that occur 
within the County in order to facilitate its reappraisal program and 
to meet the ratio requirements of the State of Oregon. 
*This is the sum of urban and suburban residential properties in ~lu1 t­
nomah County in 1968 (multiple housing is excluded). The total of the indivi­
dual items does not adel up to 117,029 due to rounding. 
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